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ABSTRACT

The treatment of residual strength prediction for aircraft structures

having through flaws is considered in this report. A discussion of the

circumstances which normally give rise to plane stress or mixed mode

fracture is presented along with a summary of those elements which would

constitute an "ideal" residual strength method. This method would be

capable of prescribing the remaining strength possessed by a broad variety

of flawed aircraft structures under actual service environments.

Currently available prediction techniques fall considerably short of the

desired goal, and the strong and weak points of existing methods, as well

as comparisons with test results, are presented. A recommended technique

is described for residual strength prediction which bridges the gap between

the existing methods and the ideal. The recommended approach will account

for slow crack growth and plasticity. It appears that the approach will

utilize the J integral in combination with a modified form of the crack

growth resistance curve in making residual strength predictions.
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SYMBOLS AND NORMAL UNITS*

Symbol Units

A Area of stiffened element inches 2

e

a Half crack length-for center cracked inches
panels

a Initial half crack length-for center inches
0 cracked panels

a Critical half crack length- for center inches
c cracked panels

Aa Crack extension inches

B Material thickness inches

C Materials "constant" in basic Vinches
m CSA method

Cm' Materials "constant" in modified CSA Jinches
method

c Crack half length (Dugdale approach) inches

E Young's Modulus psi or ksi x 103

E Secant modulus of elasticity (@ point psi or ksi x 103
n where Cmax is measured)

EN Secant modulus (@ aN) psi or ksi x 103

Es Secant modulus for average stress psi or ksi x 1O3

(away from the notch)

Eu Modulus @ ultimate strength psi or ksi x 103

e Elongation

Fty Tensile yield stress (.2% offset) psi or ksi

*Except where noted in text.
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SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

Symbol Units

Fty Average .2% tensile yield stress psi or ksi

Ftp Tensile proportional limit stress psi or ksi

Ftu Ultimate tensile stress psi or ksi

G Strain energy release rate inch-lbs/inch 2

Gc Critical strain energy release rate inch-lbs/inch 2

i, i• Unit vectors

J Contour integral lb./in.

K Stress intensity factor ksi i-nv-h

KIc Plane strain fracture toughness ksiV(-nh

Kc Critical value of stress intensity ksir-hnch
factor

KN "Practical" stress concentration factor

KR Crack growth resistance ksiV'inch

Ku Stress concentration factor (@ maximum
load)

Kt Stress concentration factor

k Constant

n Strain hardening exponent

n1 , n 2  Components of unit outward normal vector

P Load lbs.

R Crack growth resistance curve

s Spacing between reinforcements inches

T Temperature OF

T Traction vector psi

xiii



SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

Symbol Units

ts Thickness of reinforcement inches

U Strain energy ir-lb.
in.

u, v Displacements inches

W Width or, inches
Strain energy density psi

W Material constant in effective width inches
e method

Wo Effective width for infinite width inches

panel

W1 Empirically developed characteristic inches

length

w Width of reinforcement inches

x, y Coordinates

a Nominal stress psi or ksi

oStress rate psi/sec. or ksi/sec.

abc Critical buckling stress psi or ksi

cc Critical (gross area) fracture stress psi or ksi

a Equivalent stress psi

a Gross area tensile stress psi or ksi

ai Initial value of stress (gross area) or psi or ksi
Stress to initiate slow tear

amax Maximum stress at notch psi or ksi

rmax = Kt tN

aN Net area stress psi or ksi
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Symbol Units

CF'' ay' , a' Deviatoric stress components psi

oa, ay, 0xy In-plane stresses psi or ksi

Strain rate micro inches/inch/sec.

Gx% 6 Yxy In-plane strains

p P Equivalent plastic strain

F Contour used in J calculation

6 Crack opening displacement (distance inches
between crack faces at some point)

xw Finite geometry correction

We Effective flank angle radians

p Notch root radius inches

p' Neuber constant inches

V Poisson's ratio

xv



I INTRODUCTION

This report describes the research conducted during Phase I of a three
phase investigation into the development of an improved method of thin
section residual strength prediction for cracked (where conditions of plane
stress or mixed mode fracture prevails) aircraft structure. Phases 11 and
III, which will detail the development of, and provide experimental sub-
stantiation for the method, will be reported on in subsequent documents.

The purpose of this Phase I study is to objectively examine the currently
available methods of thin section residual strength prediction. In the
evaluation, the focus has been on:

(a) the potential of the existing methods as the basis of a more
comprehensive prediction technique,

(b) the manner in which the parameters which are known to influence
residual strength are incorporated in existing techniques, and

(c) the fracture criteria which are used in the existing residual
strength prediction techniques.

It has been found that certain elements of a sound residual strength
prediction technique exist, but in fragmented, disjointed form. Hence a
systematic review of the current literature is required in order to recommend
a course of action for residual strength methodology development in subsequent
research activity.

It is highly desirable to clearly differentiate between what is meant
by the terms "fracture strength" and "residual strength.,

First, consider the term "fracture strength." If a material contains
no interruptions or discontinuities in geometry, it can be loaded statically
(say in uniaxial tension) until its ultimate strength Ftuis reached, at which

time failure occurs. If. instead of being geometrically perfect, the mat-
erial contains a discontinuity (in the form of a crack), it can normally no
longer be loaded up to its ultimate strength. Some reduction in strength may
arise because of the crack, and the material can only be loaded up to its
,fracture strength (a d. A study of the numerous influencing material

properties which affect the fracture strength of a material (e.g., yield
strength, alloy type, etc.) constitutes a significant part of fracture
strength analysis. In treating this problem, it has been found helpful to
try to relate some characteristic of the environment around the crack tip
to the fracture strength. The selection of a specific characteristic and
the attainment of a "critical" value of this characteristic when the material
reaches its fracture strength is also a significant.part of fracture strength
analysis. The characteristic or "fracture criterion" has been the subject
of study for some years in the field of fracture mechanics.



In establishing a material fracture strength criterion or criteria,
there are normally strict controls placed on the direction, rate, and type
of loading as well as narrow limits on range of applicability. Structural
members containing cracks in most cases experience more complex stress
states (e.g., stress gradients, biaxial loading, etc.) than are common in a

controlled laboratory material fracture strength test. Also present in
structure are geometrical and material discontinuities in the form of
splices, fasteners, curvature, supporting structure, etc., which are not a
part of a material fracture strength test. For these cases component
tests of both fatigue and fracture critical elements of any primary structure
are normally required. However, it is not uncommon to have performed

elaborate element (subcomponent) tests only to find that unexpected in-service
failures take place because the local stress states occurring in-service were

inadequately investigated on the element level. In these cases, a laboratory
based material fracture criterion was initially operative but was altered by

changes in structural environment (i.e., stress state, discontinuities, etc.).

Therein lies the basic difference between what is called fracture strength
and residual strength; the former is governed by a material fracture criterion

whereas "residual strength" implies alteration to the criterion due to a
structurally controlled environment.

In this report the emphasis has been placed on those techniques applic-

able to the prediction of residual strength of through-cracked, thin section
structure. In most cases alterations to the material fracture criterion will

have to be made to account for some of the influencing parameters such as
temperature, strain rate, etc.

In thin section fracture of tough materials, considerable amounts of

slow stable tear and accompanying crack tip plasticity limit the applic-

ability of an elastically based failure criterion. Also problems of non-linear

material behavior in the supporting structure and attachments and the
resulting stress redistribution must be addressed in the overall residual
strength analysis method.

To assist in the solution of these problems, the use of high speed

computer analyses (for stresses and displacements) permits a more accurate

picture of the local stress states in complex structural elements to be

obtained than are possible using closed form solutions. The task remains

to include the effects of plasticity, load rate, temperature, and other

crack tip environmental parameters into a viable fracture strength criterion,

and to include these parameters into a workable residual strength analysis
method. Possible avenues of approach leading to the more refined and
accurate prediction of residual strength are presented in this report.
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The report has been organized in such a way that the emphasis on

structural (as opposed to material) considerations has been maintained
throughout, yet those material properties which are believed to play an
important role in the required fracture criterion have received equal
emphasis and recognition. Section II defines those ranges of material
variables for which fracture in a plane stress or mixed mode is likely

and details typical crack sites in aircraft structures which must be
treated in the developed method.

In Section III, a long range view toward the residual strength problem
is adopted by citing the attributes of an "ideal" residual strength
prediction method. This section sets the ultimate goals (as presently
conceived) of a "complete" residual strength prediction technique.

The gap which exists between the "ideal" method described in Section

III and the methods currently available is presented in Sections IV and V.
In Section IV, several existing residual strength methods are discussed in
the following manner; background, simplifications, computational procedure
and potential for each method. Necessary empirical constants for use in

applying each method are indicated. On the basis of the goals of the "ideal"

method a linear elastic fracture mechanics approach is suggested as being
the most promising of the existing methods for small scale yielding problems.

A discussion of data scatter is presented in Section V. In particular,
the problem considered is that of a center cracked sheet with Z section
stringers, where the crack is both between and underneath the stringers.
Experimental results are compared to results from several of the prediction
techniques cited in Section IV. Section V concludes with a discussion of
several of the parametric influences known to affect residual strength
(e.g., strain rate, crack tip buckling, environment, etc.) which are not
presently accounted for in residual strength methods.

Section VI presents the ingredients of the residual strength prediction
method which will be developed and applied to realistic aircraft structural
configurations in subsequent phases. It must be acknowledged that the method
of Section VI falls short of the "ideal" method of Section III. Nevertheless,
the improved method is conceived of as being a good deal more satisfactory
than other methods in that influencing parameters are more realistically
treated. Specifically, it is planned to use the J integral as the parameter
with which to characterize the crack tip environment. Also, it is felt that
a generalization of the crack growth resistance curve can be used in conjunc-
tion with results of J integral calculations to yield estimates of residual
strength.

The degree to which the residual strength prediction method agrees with
experimental results, and hence the confidence which can be placed in the use
of the method, will be established in subsequent Phases.
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II PLANE STRESS AND MIXED MODE FRACTURE CRITICAL AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

2.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS RELATING TO THIN SECTION FRACTURE

For fracture to occur in the plane stress or mixed mode (i.e., in
a manner intermediate between plane stress and plane strain), nominal
material thicknesses (B) will generally be in sheet or thin plate
gages. The "true" plane stress mode of fracture, by definition, implies
material thickness on the order of foil gages since "through the thick-
ness" variations in stresses are assumed to be nonexistent. Therefore,
the term "generalized plane stress" would be more descriptive for the
fracture mode of metallic materials for gages in use in typical aircraft
skin construction. In elasticity terminology, "generalized plane stress"
implies that even though "through the thickness" variations in stresses
and displacements are permitted, averaged values of stresses and dis-
placements can be used with negligible error in a two-dimensional
formulation.

In the normal fracture mechanics approach (usine the notion of
critical stress intensity factor, K), the definition of the domains in
which plane stress, mixed mode, and plane strain fractures may be
expected follows trends which can be illustrated as in Figure 1.
For each material the shape of this curve is unique but in general the
shaded area encompasses thicknesses normally encountered in typical
aircraft skin. The mixed mode region requires knowledge of the three
dimensional elastic-plastic stress state near the crack tip for exact
solution. Such solutions are not currently available. However, fracture
criteria may be established and attempts can be made to approximate
solutions for this class of problems (see Section IV). The area of
"true" plane stress with associated foil thicknesses is of academic
interest; however, the terminology "plane stress fracture" is generally
prevalent in the literature and has been used in this report to indicate
fracture of thin section material. It is to the problem of residual
strength prediction under generalized plane stress conditions that this
program has been addressed.
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FIGURE 1 TYPICAL VARIATION IN CRITICAL STRESS INTENSITY WITH
THICKNESS FOR PLANE STRESS-STRAIN AND MIXED MODE
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2.2 IDENTIFICATION OF FRACTURE CRITICAL AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE AND
ASSOCIATED CRACK GEOMETRIES

Several surveys have been conducted by the Air Force to identify the
causes, locations, and numbers of structural failures in aircraft systems.
A recent comprehensive survey (Reference 1) categorized early life
structural failures in both military and commercial aircraft. This survey
indicated that primary airframe structural failure could be grossly
classified for all systems as to location in the following manner: aft
fuselage frames (_15%), outboard and inboard wing skins (,10% to 13%), wing
inboard main frames (,107.). It was pointed out in Reference 1 that since
the areas listed above represent a large portion of the total airframe it
stands to reason that, due to the number of fasteners normally associated
with these areas, fatigue crack initiation sites were in abundance*. In
the aft fuselage and outer wing structure the skin material is normally in
the thinner gages. This is particularly true for larger aircraft and
clearly indicates the tendency for the development of generalized plane
stress and mixed mode conditions at the crack tip. Due to the thinner
material gages prevalent in the locations of interest, the problem of
through the thickness cracks is considered to be the most likely crack
geometry requiring investigation. Therefore, through cracks are the prime
candidate crack geometries considered in this program.

Candidate structure and crack geometries have been chosen and will
represent the general classes of residual strength problems which the to-
be-developed prediction method should be capable of solving. These general
classes of problems are shown in Figures 2 through 4. Particular attention
will be devoted to damage tolerant wing and fuselage structure being designed
and fabricated under AMS/ADP programs so that these structures may be a part
of the selected structural geometry for Phase III evaluation. In all cases
the emphasis has been placed on flaw orientation, location, and relevant
loading direction rather than on specific hardware (e.g., spar, frame,
longeron/attachment, etc.). This approach has been taken due to the possi-
bility of having several different sub-assemblies fastened with a number of
methods of attachment (bolts, rivets, interference fasteners, etc.). For
the structure of Figures 2, 3, and 4, through- the- thickness cracks occur in
either the skin or the support structure or both. In most cases a crack
originating at one edge of a fastener hole will propagate from both sides
after an initial "shake-down" period of fatigue crack growth. Therefore the
condition shown in A of Figures 2 and 3 would be less likely to occur than
those of B and C of Figure 2 and B of Figure 3.

*The majority of the cracks reported in these structural areas were not
necessarily critical. This was the case with the remaining 65% to 70%
of observed non-primary structural cracks. However, the propensity
toward cracking was in the areas listed.
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FIGURE 2. FLAW GEOMETRIES FOR LOADED SKIN/STRINGER CONSTRUCTION.
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In many cases, due to the existence of complex stress states, the crack
can initiate and grow at angles to the principal loading direction (Figure
4, D). Although it is known that eventually these angled cracks will grow
(by repeated loading) in the direction normal to the principal stress direc-
tion, fracture can occur with angled cracks for nonperpendicular loading and
should be accounted for in an advanced residual strength analysis method.

In many cases the supporting structure can fail during fatigue crack
propagation with or without detection of crack growth in the skin panel
(e.g., Figure 4, crack in frame at location E) or in the skin and frame,
Figure 4 A and B. These substructural crack situations (with accompanying
load transfer to the skin) should also be included in an advanced residual
strength analysis method.

2.3 LOADING CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO FRACTURE CRITICAL STRUCTURE

Indicated in Figures 2, 3, and 4, are the global loading conditions
which would represent loads encountered in service for representative struc-
ture of a lower wing skin (inboard and outboard) and aft fuselage. Biaxial
loading and/or biaxial loading plus shear is an integral part of the stress
condition for certain structural arrangements, e.g., Figure 4.

Thus an advanced residual strength method should be able to analyze
structures and crack geometries of the complexity of Figures 2, 3, and 4.
It must also contain elements of a fracture criterion which are capable of
evaluating material factors such as anisotropy, for example, or complex
loading situations such as D of Figure 4. In this case any preferred rolling
or metalurgical anomolies would result in directional dependence of fracture
strength.

Loading conditions which should be considered are those resulting from
wing bending due to maneuver and gust (for lower wing structure) and those
resulting from fuselage bending and pressurization for representative
fuselage structure. Precrack orientations which will be considered are
those which are normal to the largest principal stress since it is known that
any subsequent slow tear will take place along those paths. Others to be
considered are angled cracks such as shown on Figure 4.
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III THE "IDEAL" RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION TECHNIQUE

3.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE "IDEAL" TECHNIQUE

In this section the subject of residual strength prediction is discussed
from the viewpoint of a user of a prediction technique. A user is primarily
interested In whether or not a given technique can be applied to his particu-
lar problem. The details of how the prediction is made (i.e., whether
numerical methods, nonlinear strain-displacement relations, etc., are used
in arriving at the prediction) are of only secondary interest to a user. To
be of value to the widest possible group of users, a predicting technique must
possess considerably more capability than the methods presently available.
This section is devoted to a discussion of what characteristics the "ideal"
residual strength prediction technique should possess.

3.1 PARAMETERS AFFECTING RESIDUAL STRENGTH

A residual strength method should be able to predict remaining strength
of cracked, structural elements. This implies that all "environmental"
factors which can influence residual strength must be accounted for. Also,
in order to be an effective technique applicable to true-to-life situations,
a residual strength method must be capable of treating both simple and com-
plex geometries, and plane stress, mixed mode or plane strain crack conditions
for a broad spectrum of materials and loading conditions. Also, surface flaws,
embedded flaws and through flaws must be capable of treatment.

In general, the parameters which affect the residual strength of aircraft
structures can be grouped into three main categories. They are:

(1) structural,
(2) loading, and
(3) material parameters.

The number of structural parameters exceeds those of the other two types, as
shown in Table I. The structural parameters listed are those which exist at
the "element" level rather than at the "subcomponent" level. That is, the
residual strength method would be applied to a stiffened tension cover, for
example, rather than to an entire wing box. This is the case since simplify-
ing assumptions (e.g., plane stress conditions) can be most conveniently made
at the element level. Also, numerical methods (e.g., finite element tech-
niques) can be most efficiently utilized at this level. Although Table I
lists the most important parameters which would be included in a residual
strength prediction method, it is by no means complete. For example, the
presence of cap strips made of unidirectional composite material on the out-
standing flanges of stiffeners can add significantly to panel stiffness, and
thus may be used increasingly in the future. The method should treat single
or multiple cracks of arbitrary length and having arbitrary locations and
orientations with respect to the stiffening and loading present.

11
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From a stress analyst's point of view, once a given structure has been
sized based on static and/or fatigue strength considerations, the question
of flaw tolerance must be considered. Assuming that the best material
choice (or choices) based on fatigue, crack propagation and toughness require-
ments has (or have) been made for the structure in question, the residual
strength for anticipated in-service cracks and loading conditions must be
determined.

Ultimately it would be desirable to optimize the structure for damage
tolerance simultaneously along with other design requirements commonly
considered in design optimization studies. Thus a design having desired
weight, strength, stiffness, and damage tolerant characteristics would be
obtained. The optimization could take place by using an existing redundant
analysis technique.In an iterative fashion (i.e., some sort of structural
synthesis could be accomplished) with the residual strength prediction
method embedded into the synthesis as a damage tolerant algorithm. To some
extent, this has been the procedure followed at one large aircraft company
(e.g., see Reference 2). Although the procedure outlined in Reference 2
lacks the degree of generality indicated in Table I, it does incorporate some
of the basic procedures which a residual strength prediction method should
possess, e.g., the ability to analyze in-service loading conditions.

3.2 RELATING THE MATERIAL PRCOERTIES, ANALYSIS METHOD, AND FRACTURE CRITERION

In the determination of the residual strength of a cracked structure,
the interchange between material properties, fracture criterion (or criteria)
and analysis method can be somewhat confusing in view of the close inter-
relation which exists between the various activities. To assist in visual-
izing this interrelationship, a flow diagram of the major steps in performing
a residual strength prediction is shown in Figure 5. The procedure is en-
visioned as being a six step operation. Step (1) constitutes a statement of
the problem to be solved. Of the many structural and loading parameters
which the method is to be capable of treating and which have been delineated
in Table I, the particular parameters germane to the problem at hand are
earmarked in step (1) and supplied to step (3). In addition, a specifica-
tion of the candidate material or materials of interest is made In step (2)
and also supplied to step (3). The material identification (step 2) is
required only to select the appropriate fracture criterion in step (3) and
involves only the most cursory materials information.

Step (3) of the procedure consists of the "executive" functions to be
performed. Utilizing the output of steps (1) and (2) the appropriate
fracture criterion is selected in step (3) and direction is supplied to the
subsequent activities of steps (4), (5), and (6).

Although the bulk of the work required to make a residual strength
prediction is accomplished in steps (4), (5), and (6), the determination of
precisely what is to be done (i.e., the steering of the detailed activities)
is accomplished in step (3). The generality which the procedure must possess
necessitates having a versatile "executive" step capable of directing which
material properties are required, what analyses should be performed, and
what criterion (or criteria) should be applied. Steps (4), (5), and (6) of
the technique are discussed separately in the following sections.

13
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3.2.1 Determining Material Properties

In the present context, material properties assume importance only as
they have an impact on the fracture criterion selected in step (3). Thus,
rather than amassing large quantities of materials data for possible in-
clusion in a fracture criterion, only those data specifically required as
dictated in step (3) will be determined.

It is envisioned that, regardless of the precise form of the fracture
criterion ultimately used, material stress-strain behavior, as obtained from
conventional uniaxial tests, will be required. For plane strain fracture,
the influence of material stress-strain behavior (i.e., the stress-strain
curves displayed by steel, aluminum, titanium, etc) on toughness (K c) has

been well documented as shown in Reference 3. Basic relationships have
been proposed between toughness, strain hardening, and other material pro-
perties as indicated in Reference 4. For material which exhibits brittle
or semi-brittle fracture, crack tip plasticity exerts a minor influence and
is confined to zones which are small compared to the crack length and speci-
men dimensions. In this case, KIc approaches a basic material property.

For a structure whose thickness gives rise to plane stress or mixed mode
fracture conditions, (see Section II, Figure 1) the plastically deformed
material is no longer bounded by elastic material (in the through-the-thick-
ness direction) and large plastic zones (zone size 2 crack length) develop.
In this case linear elastic fracture mechanics is inappropriate and KIc

loses its meaning as a material property. Some modification to or general-
ization of a critical K must be considered or a new nonlinear criterion
developed.

For the method indicated in Figure 5, those material properties which
are considered to play a major role in influencing nonlinear elastic-plastic
fracture behavior will be obtained in step (4) for use in the analytical
activities of step (5) and for inclusion in the failure criterion to be
applied in step (6). Material properties include the following as candi-
dates:

Yield Surfaces (Tresca versus Von Mises)
Yield Strength
Strain Hardening Exponent

Secant Moduli
Stress/Strain Curves to Large Strains

• Elastic Strain
Plastic Strain
Directional Properties

. Thermal Properties (e.g., creep rate, coefficient of thermal
expansion)

Stress/Strain Rate (Z, c)
Presence of Upper and Lower Yield Points.

This listing of material properties is not complete, nor are all the
elements mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, it represents the basic ingredients
for the material property contribution to any hypothetical residual strength
analysis procedure. On the basis of examining representative load/stress
versus crack length curves to fracture, the effect of some of these para-
meters on material fracture strength can be indicated schematically as in

15



Figures 6 (a, b, and c). Taken separately the effect of any material pro-
perty on fracture strength could be examined empirically. However, these
parameters should enter as part of the fracture criterion indicated as
step (6) in Figure 5 as either separate or compound factors. That is, a
suitable combination of several of the factors on the list may be most
appropriate for use in step (6) of Figure 5. Ideally all of the parameters
listed should be treated in analytical form. That is, it should be
possible to incorporate the numerical values determined in step (4) into
appropriate analytical expressions which could be succintly capsulized in
step (5) into a small number of problem "descriptors." These "descriptors"
could then be compared to the fracture "descriptors" to ascertain residual
strength in step (6). Since analytical relationships have not been derived
between all of the parameters listed and fracture strength, it will only be
possible to analytically process some of the material parameters, and the
remaining will enter step (6) directly. Those parameters most susceptible
to analytical treatment are indicated in Section 3.2.2.

In addition to the material parameters listed, material behavior on
the micromechanistic scale (e.g., dislocation mechanisms) is known to affect
fracture, although the exact influence is subject to considerable debate.
It is not the intent of this study to include micro-aspects into a failure
criterion, but the "ideal" procedure would include such micro-effects.

Although there is a tendency to think of obtaining material properties
as being an experimental activity, this should be viewed, in the context of
Figure 5, as only an interim situation. Ultimately all the materials data
required to execute the analyses indicated in step (5) and apply the
criteria in step (6) will have been experimentally determined. At that
point, the prediction technique shown in Figure 5 will be completely analy-
tical. It will be possible to make residual strength predictions for
cracked aircraft structure without the necessity of having to perform
supplemental material tests. The method could ultimately utilize the step
(4) data which had been accessed from a computer data tape. As an illus-
tration of this method of utilizing materials data, all necessary MIL-HDBK-5
materials data has been placed on a tape for use (at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base) with a large Air Force developed finite element program.

3.2.2 Performing Required Analyses

As shown in Figure 5, materials data will flow from step (4) to both
steps (5) and (6). Taking a familiar example in the case of an unflawed
structural member, the pertinent materials data might reduce to E, v, and
Fty. E and v established in step (4) are supplied to step (5), where a
structural analysis is performed to determine stresses throughout the body.
The stresses from step (5) and Fty from step (4) are supplied to step (6)

where structural adequacy is assessed.
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In the case of residual strength prediction, it is almost certain that

a finite element program will be used in step (5) to perform the required

detailed structural analysis calculations. The desirability of having a

finite element program available is much more pronounced for aircraft

structural use than if the problem were restricted to simple unreinforced

plates, for example. The almost limitless combinations of possible struct-

ural, loading, and material parameters makes the use of a finite element

program necessary.

The combination of number of parameters and accuracy required in order

to obtain useful information dictates that high speed digital computers be

used in step (5). Since treatment of elastic-plastic behavior has been

found to necessitate large region sizes for efficient solution, the require-

ment for large computers is apparent.

It is envisaged that many of the time saving devices which have been

recently introduced in the use of finite elements would be incorporated.
Among these desired capabilities are automatic mesh generation (for crack

configurations), band width minimization techniques, simplified data input,

optimized computer logic for treating extending cracks, and the use of "active

column" logic to efficiently perform matrix decomposition.

Rather than requiring a priori assumptions as to the shape and extent

of plastic zones the method should automatically determine the plastic

zones as a part of the problem solution. Materials displaying any sort of

stress-strain curve should be amenable to solution without having to make

drastically simplifying assumptions. Also, the method should incorporate

incremental theory plasticity rather than the theoretically unsound deform-

ation theory plasticity.

In step (5), analyses will be conducted which will characterize the

crack tip environment for used in step (6). In addition to minimizing work

involved in data input excessive manipulation and interpretation of the out-

put data in order to apply the fracture criterion should not be required.

This would encourage more widespread use and will also eliminate a common

source of error. The step (5) activity is visualized as the development and

application of analyses techniques in which existing finite element programs

are used as a part of the analysis procedure.

3.2.3 Applying the Fracture Criterion

The fracture criterion (or perhaps criteria) to be used should encompass

all aspects of the affecting parameters listed in Section 3.2.1 and in Table

I, and should apply to any crack geometry.

It is also important to note that a skin fracture critical and rein-

forcement fracture critical criterion may be required. In the case of

brittle or semi-brittle skin material where small scale yielding prevails,

an elastic or slightly modified elastic criterion such as plane strain

fracture toughness will work adequately for the skin critical case. However,
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when large amounts of crack tip plasticity are present and slow tear becomes

a major portion of the load versus crack length curve, an elastic fracture

criterion becomes inadequate. Both plasticity (as discussed in Reference 5)

and slow tear need to be treated explicitly. It appears that the crack growth

resistance curve (Reference 6) or some generalization of it may be embedded

into the fracture criterion to account for slow tear. The use of the J

integral (see e.g., References 7 through 10) may also play an important role

as a fracture criterion even though mixed mode fracture and slow tear

currently present an analytical barrier.

It is envisioned that the residual strength predicting procedure should,

as a minimum, account for the following in its fracture criterion (i.e., in

step (6), Figure 5):

Slow, stable tear
Crack tip plasticity

• Possibility of either skin or reinforcement fracture
Crack buckling

• Other local (crack vicinity) stress/strain influences (such as

crack bulging due to pressurization).

The fracture criterion should be independent of specimen geometry (i.e.,

width, length, and thickness). In this form a direct comparison can be made

between laboratory size specimens (i.e., specimens with cost, material, and

machine capacity restraints) and full scale structural behavior.

In summary, a criterion (or criteria) which would provide a rigorously

established value of critical stress, strain, deflection, etc., related to

crack size would be highly desirable for inclusion in the residual strength

prediction technique. The criterion should be applicable to all materials

and crack geometries, and to both simple and complex structural elements.

Also, it should recognize the parameters indicated in Table I, those in

Section 3.2.1, and those mentioned in this section.
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IV REVIEW OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

4.1 NOTCH STRENGTH OR CRACK STRENGTH ANALYSIS METHOD

4.1.1 Historical Development of Notch (Crack) Strength Analysis (NSA-CSA)
Method

In 1952 Kuhn and Hardrath (Reference 11) suggested that the converted
Neuber stress concentration factor (Reference 12) could be used to determine
an "effective" stress. The Neuber factor KN is a modified theoretical fac-
tor which accounts for material notch sensitivity by introducing an addition-
al material constant, pl. In this sense, Neuber's KN converts a theoretical
stress concentration factor into a practical one. The evaluation of a "Neuber
constant" (i.e, p') by Kuhn and Hardrath and again by Kuhn and Figge (Reference
13) showed the applicability of the converted Neuber stress concentration fac-
tor to prediction of fracture strength of steel and aluminum alloys. However,
its applicability was limited to elastic values of "effective" stress. In
1953 Hardrath and Ohman (Reference 14) generalized the "secant modulus"
formula of Stowell and incorporated it as part of the analysis to account
for fracture in the plastic range.

The Crack Strength Analysis (CSA) method introduced the idealization
of representing through the thickness cracks by elliptical holes and
included a correction for finite boundaries similar to that proposed by
Dixon (References 15 and 16). A single constant was also introduced which
included the "Neuber constant" and the ratio of secant to elastic moduli.
Two forms of the CSA analysis have been suggested (Reference 17): a so-
called "basic" form and a "modified" form. The difference between the two
forms is that the "modified" form accounts for material notch strengthening
while the "basic" form does not. Thus, a minimum of two tests using
cracked specimens is required to establish constants for use in the
"modified" form as opposed to one such test for the "basic" form.

The notch (crack) strength analysis method has been used to evaluate
the fracture strength of materials since 1962. Its accuracy (often using
the simple "basic" form) in predicting fracture stress for unreinforced
specimens (buckling restrained) has been shown to be as good as linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for materials which do not exhibit
extensive slow tear or excessive crack tip plasticity (see e.g., References
18 and 19). The application of the NSA or CSA method to residual strength
prediction for reinforced structural geometries is unknown. One can assume
that for those structures which have small initial crack size (crack length
short with respect to reinforcement spacing), limited plasticity, and which
are skin fracture critical, good correlation should occur between actual
and predicted residual strength. As pointed out by Kuhn (Reference 17) the
task of "sorting" fracture analysis for simple panels left no time to
devote to the problem of fracture of complex specimens. This of course is
the objective of this program.
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4.1.2 Theory of NSA and CSA Method

The fundamental principle upon which the NSA and CSA methods are based
is that of stress concentration. From an engineering viewpoint, stress con-
centration is a familiar and reasonable approach to use to determine remain-
ing strength. As in any stress concentration approach, a stressed body con-
taining a discontinuity (in this case an elliptical cavity) can be analyzed
to determine a theoretical stress concentration factor (Kt) (see Figure 7).

In this case the specimen of Figure 7 will exhibit a uniform gross area
tensile stress remote from the elliptical notch of

ag = P--

WB

The stress ag is uniform across the width (W) and through the thickness (B).

The condition in the notched area is nonuniform and contains steep gradients
in the vicinity of the notch root as shown in Figure 7.

The average net area stress aN along the notch centerline is given by

-P

(W-2a)B

The theoretical stress concentration (at the root of the notch) is defined
as

Kt . Umax (1)
UN

Using results from the two dimensional theory of elasticity, one can

obtain a value for Umax' and the results will be meaningful as long as

Omax< Fty. For some particularly simple geometries and materials (namely

isotropic), Kt can be obtained in a closed form. It may also be approxi-

mated using numerical methods for a wide range of geometries and materials
of practical interest.

Neuber (Reference 12) converted the theoretical factor to a "practical"
factor KN. In equation form Kt is related to KN by

Kt - I (2)

KN 1+ iF
Tr -w e

where we = effective flank angle (defined in Figure 7)
p = notch root radius

and the factor p' is Neuber's constant. The value of p' is treated as a
material constant which can vary from zero (ideally brittle material) to
infinity for ideally notch insensitive materials. Equation (2) is only
valid in the elastic range. Therefore, when Umax (Eq. 1) is in the plastic
range it becomes an "effective" Umax which is not "real" in a measurable
sense. The Neuber "practical" stress concentration factor, KN was used
in conjunction with a failure criterion proposed by Kuhn (References 11
and 12) using systematically determined Neuber constants, p1.
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To overcome the limitation of being restricted to elastic situations, the

Neuber factor was modified to include plasticity as follows:

E
Kp = 1+ (KN E n (3)

S

where E = secant modulus of elasticity determined at the point where

Umax isf"easured."

E = secant modulus of elasticity for an average stress far

removed from the notch.

If the failure criterion is defined asa max = Ftuq and if, as in most

cases, the net section stressc N<Fty, then En in Eq. 3 will be taken as the

secant modulus at the point of maximum stress (i.e., En = Eu) and E. = E,

the value of Young's modulus. Equation 3 can then be written as

Sl+ (%_) EE (4)

In the absence of available stress-strain data Kuhn (Reference 13) and

Hardrath (Reference 14) estimated the ratio of secant to Young's moduli in

Equation (4) from material elongation (e) data as follows:

Eu 1 (5)

E +8eE
Ftu

where

e = Elongation in Standard Gage Length
Original Gage Length

Kuhn (Reference 17) recommends caution in using Equation (5) and states

that actual stress-strain data from the material of interest should be used

to establish Eu/E whenever it is available.

Some materials exhibit notch strengthening (ON> Ftu), and the uniaxial

stress-strain curve therefore lacks meaning for these materials using the

NSA method. The treatment of plasticity for notch strengthening materials

is not possible using the NSA method unless major modifications would be

made, and this does not seem to have been done as yet.

In some specimen geometries the situation of net section fracture stresses

greater than yield strength occurs. This is normally caused by the presence of

small crack aspect ratios( Crack Length \ . Kuhn (Referencel7) has fitted
SSpecimen Width)

available data in the ON >Fty range with the expression
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Eu
Ku = l+(% - 1) (E -E (6)

(EN)

where EN is the secant modulus at O

For the particular geometry of Figure 7 the theoretical stress
concentration factor (when the crack is in the form of an elliptical
cavity) is given by

Kt = 1+2 (a (7)

The factor X is taken from the photoelastic results for stress concen-
tration due to the presence of a crack proposed by Dixon (Reference 16) for
specimens of finite geometry. The value of the quantity, Xw, can vary from
unity for small crack aspect ratios to zero for large crack aspect ratios.
In the CSA method, it is used in a different manner. As the effective flank
angle (we) of the elliptical cavity decreases when the cavity approaches a

crack, in the limit oe 0 0, and Equation (2) reduces to (using Equation 7):

2A (8)

= 1 + 11 + (P,/P%

However, whenw 0 0, p - 0 (that is, as the ellipse becomes a crack) and
thus, Equation t8) becomes

% -_, 1+ 2X W P(9)

For situations in which aN <Fty, substitution of Eq. (9) into Eq. (4) yields

Eu
K 1u (10)U l+2X I) E

SEu

Kuhn (Reference 3) combined the "material constants" and F-
into the factor C and also included the constant 2 so that, by definition,

C 2 E 
(

m E

The units of C are in(inches) and are consistent with stress concen-m
tration theory. The "constant" Cm will vary with temperature, thickness,
and other environmental factors. Equation (10) can then be rewritten as

K = I + Cm 4 w /-a (aN < F)ty (12)
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and the net section stress at failure becomes, using the failure criterion
Omax = Ftut

F
a = tuN K

u

or (IN <Ft (13)

Ftu
1 + Cm uw /-a

For the case of "notch strengthening', equation (13) was generalized by Kuhn
(Reference 17) to

aN = Ftu

K'
(14)

F
tuON = II+C ••

m w

In this case the local (near crack tip) tensile stress, Ftu', and

"material constant," CmI must be determined indirectly from two fracture

test specimens of radically different crack aspect ratios. If it is known

that "notch strengthening" is not active (Ftu' = Ftu) one of the two crack

specimen tests can be replaced by a conventional tensile test coupon to

obtain stress-strain data. In this case, of course, Equation (14) reduces

to Equation (13). Kuhn (Reference 17) recommends that the constant Cm should

not be determi- ' from experimental values of K. since Ku is very sensitive
to errors who > Fty. (From Equation 6 it can be seen that Ku is influ-

enced by Eu , 'N, and pl when ON >Fty). Values of Cm, and Cm' are given

in Reference 20 for a wide range of materials.

In summary, the basic crack strength analysis (CSA) given in Equation
(13) and the "modified" CSA method given by Equation (14) form the basis
of the predictive methods of material fracture strength determination.
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4.1.3 Computational Procedure

As with any method of fracture analysis a "material constant" (in this

case, Cm or Cm') must first be obtained from fracture tests of either one or

more cracked specimens before any computations can be performed. This implies

(from Equation (11)) that:

a. Neuber's constant (p) must be known

b. Both secant and Young's moduli are known.

Also, during specimen testing, the following must be observed:

a. Crack buckling is suppressed

b. Cracks of different aspect ratios are fractured

c. Specimen length to width ratios are greater than 2:1

d. Environmental and loading effects are properly introduced (e.g.,
temperature, load rate, etc.).

Once the above conditions are met a value of C or C ' will be obtained andm m

one may proceed with calculations of fracture stress as follows:

Calculate X w from the Dixon (Reference 15) relationships for crack

aspect ratios of interest. For example, the finite width correction for
the center cracked tension (CCT) geometry is

Il 2aJ-V"
Xw = (15) S2a

1+-

The correction for edge cracked geometry is given in References 16, 17, or
20.

Calculate Ku from Equation (12).

Calculate aN from Equation (13) or (14) (depending on presence of notch
strengthening).

Calculate gross area fracture strength a g from

(W- 2a)
g N W (16)
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4.1.4 Capability, Limitations and Possible Potential for the NSA (CSA)
Method in Structural Residual Strength Determination

Since the NSA (CSA) method was primarily developed as a tool for material
fracture strength determination (in the presence of a crack), its direct
application to residual strength prediction for the general case of cracked
structure appears remote. For those structures which are skin fracture
critical and normally fail in an elastic manner, the NSA (CSA) method should
provide suitable solutions. However, it is difficult to anticipate these
conditions in service. Undue penalties and/or unconservatisms can result if
the NSA (CSA) method is applied to arbitrary structure due to the multitude
of affecting parameters not included in the analysis (see e.g., Table I of
Section III). For these reasons it is difficult to see a potential for the
extension of this method into prediction of residual strength for typical
aircraft structure. This is particularly true in light of the lack of
corroborating data for these types of structural arrangements.

4.2 EFFECTIVE WIDTH ANALYSIS METHOD

4.2.1 Historical Development of Effective Width Analysis Method

In 1959, Crichlow presented what is referred to as an effective width
method of residual strength prediction (Reference 21). Several residual
strength problems were analyzed including cracked flat and curved unreinforced
and reinforced panels under simple tension loading. In Reference 21 non-
linear load-deflection characteristics of the attachments and material plastic
yielding are treated using redundant analysis methods.

Crichlow and Wells in 1966 (Reference 22) analyzed both flat and curved
reinforced panels. Also at that time they adopted the Kuhn (References 11,
13, 17, 18, and 20) notch strength approach for flat panel fracture prediction
(see Equations 13 and 14). In References 23 and 24 Crichlow indicated that
since both the effective width and NSA (CSA) methods contained material con-
stants, and final design of fatigue sensitive areas is always based on
experimental substantiation of the fracture strength for any given structure,
the choice of methods (equations) was a matter of convenience and personal
preference.

Thus, the effective width technique offered a means to empirically
evaluate fracture strength and residual strength as long as material constants
were determined. Correction factors were introduced to account for curvature,
buckling, and several other parameters noted in Table I, Section III.

4.2.2 Theory of Effective Width Method

The effective width technique for both residual strength and fracture
strength determination is based on equilibrium of forces. Remote from the
crack area the stress a g is uniform through the thickness and across the

width and assumes the value ag =c (the subscript c denoting critical con-

dition) at the onset of fracture (see Figure 8). In the net section (see
insert to Figure 8) the stress is not uniform and of course no load can be
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carried across the cracked area. In the effective width concept that load

which would be carried by the crack (if it were not there) is carried by the

material adjacent to the crack tips. This load is defined as

P 2 a B (17)PCUT LOAD g

In Equation (17), a is the crack half-length at fracture, i.e., it includes

any slow tear which may have taken place. In particular the true stress

distribution is approximated as being replaced by an effective width of

material (We$ Figure 8) stressed in the material ultimate strength. The

remaining material is then considered stressed to ag. By equilibrium of

forces,

ag =F tu 1 a/W (18)

e

From Equation (18), the fracture strength, ag, can be determined provided We

can be evaluated. We$ the material constant in the effective width method,

is established experimentally from

We= a (19)
(Ftu)

Obviously, Equations (18) and (19) express the identical relationship between

the variables involved. This means that in order to make a prediction of the

gross strength a g of a cracked structure, one must have available test data

for an equivalent crack configuration from a simple panel fracture test. As

with the data of Kuhn (Reference 17) finite boundaries were found to influence

the values of We determined from Equation (19). To account for this behavior

Crichlow (Reference 21) incorporated a correction for finite boundaries (from

a best fit of the data) which contained two coefficients Wo, the effective

width for an infinitely wide panel and W1 , a characteristic length established

from best fits of fracture test data for various panel widths. The correction

takes the form

W = W tanh (W-2a) (20)

where W and 2a are defined in Figure 8. Observe that for W -

tanh (W'2a) -* I, and We -0 Wo' Substituting Expression (19) for Wo, one finds

a tanh (W-2a) (21)

ag
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Equations (20 and (21) indicate that two material constants (W or a and

WO) must be determined from fracture tests on precracked panels in order
to determine the effective width W of a finite width specimen. Sub-e

stituting Equation (20) into Equation (18) yields the general formula of
the effective width method for fracture strength of flat, unstiffened panels

Ftu (22)

g c 1+ a

W0 tanh(W-24L\ W1

As pointed out above, the crack lengths in this case are those at fracture,
i.e., they include the increment due to slow tear (if present) for the
material of interest.

In the effective width method originally proposed in Reference 21 and
redefined in References 23 and 24, Crichlow established equilibrium equa-
tions based on the cut load being balanced by the reserve load remaining
in the uncracked, adjacent structure for fail-safe operation. The equations
were dependent on panel type and included a reduction in panel strength
from material ultimate strength behavior. As defined, each panel type requires
prior knowledge of the effective width (We) which is a function of material

type and test specimen geometry. To determine residual strength these equili-
brium equations are then solved for residual strength, 0c-

PANEL TYPE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS

Flat, unstiffened (2 ac acB) = (2 We B (Ftu - ac))
(Also see Equations (Cut Load) = (Residual Strength of Skin)

17 and 18)

Flat, Stiffened (2 acacB) = (2 W eB . E A ) (Ftu - ac)

(Cut Load) = (Residual Strength of Skin
and Stiffener)

Curved, Stiffened and (2Pcac Radius) = (2 WeB + Ftu E Ae)X
internally pressurized frame

(F Pc Radius )
tU skin B

(Cut Load) = (Residual Strength of
Unbroken Elements)

(PC = Critical Internal Pressure)

Planked or Spliced (a cW mB m) = (2 WeB skin(Ftu ac

(Cut Load) = (Residual Strength of
Adjacent Panels)

The subscript "Im" denotes mid-panel
conditions and the subscript "c" denotes
critical conditions.
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4.2.3 Computational Procedure

Examples of the detailed procedures involved in using the effective
width residual strength method are given in References 21 through 24 and
will not be covered in this report. It will suffice to briefly outline the
basic procedure. Any details must be examined in light of individual
requirements for the particular type of structure of interest.

The basic procedure consists of the following steps:

Categorize the structure into flat stiffened, curved stiffened, etc.

Determine the associated material fracture strength from Equation
(22) where the material constants Wo and W, are found from simple

panel fracture data - or - use the NSA or CSA method to determine
fracture strength (e.g., see Reference 17).

Using the appropriate equilibrium equation (Reference 21) calculate
the residual strength for the structure of interest (with a fixed
crack geometry).

4.2.4 Capability, Limitations and Possible Potential for the Effective
Width Method in Structural Residual Strength Determination

Crichlow (Reference 21) originally proposed the effective width method
as a structural analysis tool to predict residual strength. In this respect

it is unique among the techniques reviewed. Correlation was made with
residual strength data and an attempt was made to account for plastic
material behavior.

Many of the parameters which affect structural residual strength as well
as material fracture strength were accounted for in the proposed analysis
(see e.g., Table I, Section III). Admittedly, most of the parameters were
treated empirically, however this was acceptable practice at the time of its
development. With the availability of newer structural analysis techniques
(e.g., finite element methodology) and high speed computers, more accurate
predictions can be made of local stress states with more complex loading
arrangements. For example, the influence of skin attachment to substructure
is known to have a definite influence on residual strength. These influences
would be difficult to include in the equilibrium equations proposed in
Reference 21 without extensive work. Hence other methods appear to offer
greater potential for future applications.
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4.3 LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS METHODS

4.3.1 Theory and Historical Development of Fracture Mechanics Methods

The basic theory and history behind fracture mechanics will not be

discussed in detail here since many recent state-of-the-art-surveys have
presented comprehensive reviews of linear elastic fracture mechanics as a
material failure criterion (see e.g. References 5, 19, 25). Briefly, however,
it should be noted that Griffith (References 26 and 27) was the first to
provide a satisfactory solution to the problem of brittle fracture. He
deduced an expression for the fracture stress of a brittle material contain-
ing a flaw. In an extension of Griffith's work, Irwin (Reference 28) found
that a flawed material appeared to possess a critical strain energy release
rate G such that, when the loading caused the associated value of G toc

reach Gc, the crack started to propagate. Irwin also showed that G could

be related to K, the stress intensity factor, which is a measure of the
local stress environment at the crack tip. Thus, the problem could be
reduced to the determination of K for a case of interest and a subsequent
comparison with a critical value of K, namely KIc. The approach is termed

linear elastic fracture mechanics because even though a modest amount of
plasticity is permitted, it is treated as a localized condition, and the
problem is really one in elasticity. Hence, a number of elasticians have
contributed solutions for K for a variety of loadings and geometries. The
present report is concerned with the general tendency to use a fracture
mechanics approach to analyze structure in combination with a critical
stress intensity criterion. This necessitates some review in order to
evaluate its potential.

In general the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) approach to
structural analysis of fracture critical structure has taken several approaches.
One is to provide closed form solutions for stress intensities of typical
crack geometries and another is to employ finite element analyses to obtain
crack tip stress intensities. In the former case, several solutions are avail-

able for riveted and integrally stiffened structural arrangements with through
crack geometries in uniaxial tension (see e.g., References 29, 30, and 31).
The second procedure has been reported in a series of documents, the latest
being References 2 and 32 for representative aircraft structure. The value
of crack tip stress intensity for the reinforced panel (found by either
method) is compared to a critical value of stress intensity (Kc) obtained by
test of an unreinforced specimen. Thus a critical stress at failure is

obtained and the possibility of crack arrest (at the reinforcements) can be

evaluated.

4.3.2 Capability, Limitations and Possible Potential for the Linear Elastic
Fracture Mechanics Method in Structural Residual Strength Determination

For both the closed form and finite element approaches, knowledge of the
so-called plane stress fracture toughness (Kc) is required for the material
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and thickness of interest. This presents a major difficulty since appropriate
test procedures are not available in standardized form. Elastic fracture
is assumed or else corrections are included in the stress intensity formula-
tion to account for plasticity at the crack tip. Structural parameters such
as crack buckling, nonlinear reinforcement behavior, unsymmetrical cracking,
etc., are not included. In the closed form solutions those which apply to
mechanically attached stiffeners assume rigid rivet or attachment behavior
where it is known in reality (see e.g. Reference 2) that rivet shear loading
in the presence of a skin crack causes rivet yielding. Subsequent load
transfer becomes important to the fracture process, particularly when estab-
lishing whether the situation is a skin or stiffener critical structure.
Although it may be possible using finite element procedures to obtain refined
values of elastic stress intensity for a given problem, the values will lack
meaning if plasticity at the crack tip or nonlinear behavior in adjacent
structure becomes significant.

In comparing the virtues of closed form vis a vis finite element
approaches, the former has the distinct advantage that questions of proper
grid point spacing and associates inaccuracies do not arise. On the other
hand numerical techniques, and particularly finite element approaches are
widely applicable. Hence a much broader spectrum of potential problems
can be considered.

The potential of current state-of-the-art, linear elastic fracture
mechanics as a predictive method for plane stress fracture analysis should
be considered good for those materials which exhibit little slow tear.
If these conditions are not met (which is usually the case with common
aircraft structural materials) then either modifications or extensions to
existing echniques, or development of improved techniques is required.
The use of finite element procedures as a tool in residual strength pre-
diction will be discussed further in Section VI.

4.4. SUMMARY

4.4.1 Applicability of Existing Methods

In view of the discussion presented in this section, it should be
apparent that all of the presently existing methods fall considerably short
of the "ideal" method discussed in Section III. One of the stated properties
of the "ideal" method is its applicability to a wide class of structural,
residual strength problems. In contrast, the existing techniques for
residual or fracture strength prediction are all confined to restrictive areas
of application. The notch strength analysis method is the most limited,
being applicable only to unreinforced structure. The effective width tech-
nique can be applied to more types of structural arrangements (e.g., unrein-
forced curved panels, reinforced flat panels, and reinforced curved panels)
than the notch strength method. However, the application of the method
requires the establishment of the numerical values of empirical constants
for the particular crack geometry. More significantly, the predictions of
residual strength made by the effective width technique are (as currently
presented, see e.g., Reference 23) based on measurement of reinforcement
efficiency. The efficiency is a function of means of attachment, thickness
of skin and width of reinforcement spacing and must be experimentally validated.
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Rather than specifically treating reinforcement geometry, the effective
width technique recognizes the stiffener moment of inertia, stiffener area
and stiffener centroidal distance from the skin plane as being important.

The linear elastic fracture mechanics methods have the general character-
istic that the theoretical base is considerably more rigorous than the other
two methods discussed. The use of finite element techniques as illustrated,
for example, in Reference 2, allows a wide range of structural parameters to
be adequately treated (within the context of linear elastic fracture mechanics).
Actual reinforcement shapes and attachment details can be recognized. In the
LEFM approach, plasticity can be accounted for in several ways, although in
applications of LEFM to the prediction of the residual strength of thin skin
structures (e.g., References 2 and 32), plasticity has not as yet, been treated.
The potential for including plasticity in a meaningful way exists. Hayes
(Reference 5) shows how the Dugdale (Reference 33) plastic zone model can be
treated in a convenient way. He also indicates how materials displaying Prandtl-
Reuss plasticity can be treated, following a procedure given by Swedlow
(Reference 34). In Section VI of this report, these plastic zone models will
be discussed in considerable detail.

This technique begins to approach the desired characteristics of the
"ideal" method with regard to structural parameters as listed in Table I
(Section III).

4.4.2 Treatment of Material Parameters

The currently available methods of residual strength prediction are per-
haps farther removed from the requirements of the "ideal" method in the treat-
ment of material parameters than in any other area. The current methods are
particularly deficient in the treatment of plasticity in cracked structures.
For materials in which plasticity is of a limited nature (i.e., for brittle
or semi-brittle materials which have a propensity toward plane strain failures)
residual strength predictions based on the existing methods may be satisfactory.
However, when extensive plasticity or slow crack extension prior to fracture
exists, all the existing methods break down. The notch strength method
attempts to handle plasticity by modifying the Neuber factor as shown in
Equation (3). The modification is based on values of the secant modulus. The
effective width technique does not specifically recognize plasticity. What-
ever plasticity exists in a given case shows up by virtue of the values of the
constants Wo or ag and W, found by using Equations (20) or (21) in conjunction
with test results. Obviously, any subtleties in the plastic behavior are
completely masked over in both the NSA, CSA, and effective width approaches.

Plasticity in a cracked structure is not limited to the crack tip vicinity.
Reinforcement yielding is also a distinct possibility, although it has not been
considered to date.

The remaining material parameters listed in Table I are largely untouched
by existing methods. Slow tear, or stable crack extension, is an important
consideration in plane stress and mixed mode fracture. Distinct possibilities
exist for including this in predictive techniques in the future (see Section
5.5.1 and Section VI). To some extent, slow tear behavior has been considered
in Reference 32.
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V DEMONSTRATION OF CAPABILITIES FOR RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION

To indicate the complexity of the requirements for structural residual
strength prediction the problem has been separated into three distinct areas:

(I) unreinforced structure (plain sheets)

(2) simple reinforced structure (e.g., flat panels with geometrically
simple stiffeners - straps or Z sections - attached by means of a
single line of rivets or bonded)

(3) complex reinforced structure (substantial substructure, curved
panels, multiple rivet lines, etc.).

The bulk of experimental work conducted to date has been performed on simple,
unreinforced panels. Principally, the aim has been to verify a fracture
criterion or criteria. The test results are then utilized to establish
certain empirical factors required in the analyses (as described in Section
IV).

The "ideal" method would necessarily include the ability to analyze all
three geometric complexities listed above within its framework. No method
currently available will provide solutions to all three areas of increasing
complexity.

The purpose of this program is to increase the confidence in and improve
the accuracy of plane stress residual strength predictions for structural
elements, as noted in Section III. By examining the predictions of residual
strength by the various methods and subsequently correlating them with exist-
ing data for simple structural elements, an indication of the accuracy of
each method can be ascertained. Each structural category listed above and
method will be examined in turn from the standpoint of agreement between
predictions and test results.

Prior to the analytical/expetimental correlation activity, an examination
of fracture and residual strength data for repeatability will be undertaken.
This will reveal to what extent any particular method under consideration must
comply with experimental results to achieve a desired degree of accuracy. An
examination of those parameters which tend to introduce errors into residual
strength prediction due to their effect on measured strength (e.g., strain
rate, crack tip buckling, specimen dependency, etc.) will be presented.
Possible means of incorporating these effects into a developed method will
also be discussed.
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5.1 SIMPLE UNREINFORCED PANELS

5.1.1 Fracture Strength Repeatability

Several investigators have, during the course of their fracture strength
studies, examined the correlation between predicted strengths (usually based

on their failure criterion) and measured values. Kuhn (Reference 18) compared
the Notch Strength Analysis (NSA) and linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM-modified to account for crack tip plasticity) predictions with an
independent set of fracture data. In spite of limitations present in both
methods, the correlations between measured and predicted values were within
± 15% for aluminum alloy data for both methods.

Liu (Reference 35), examining a quantity of aluminum, steel, and titanium
fracture toughness data (both KIc and Kc) from several sources and several

specimen types, concluded that a two parameter log-normal distribution function
would provide a satisfactory fit for both plane strain and plane stress data.
In essence, his results imply that statistical distribution functions commonly

used to fit material property data (e.g., Ftu, Fty, etc.) are also applicable

for fitting toughness data.

There is a tendency for greater variation in the measured values of plane
stress fracture toughness than in values of plane strain fracture toughness.
Partial responsibility for these variations can be placed on the lack of
standards for fracture testing of materials which fail in modes other than
plane strain. Also, experimental difficulties such as inability to determine
the extent of slow tear accurately tend to increase variability in data.

An independent source of fracture data (Vlieger--Reference 32) has been
examined to determine the extent of variability of measured stresses and crack
lengths. These data are unique in that both unreinforced and reinforced
panels were fabricated from the same lot of material and subsequently fracture
tested. Vlieger then used the unreinforced panel fracture strength data to
predict the fracture stress for simple reinforced panels using his residual
strength model.

Figure 9 schematically indicates the stress or load versus crack growth
relationship for a simple center cracked tension specimen. For an initial
crack size, 2a 0 , no increase in crack length is observed in a rising load test

until point A is reached. At the associated crack initiation stress, a, the

crack extension process proceeds with small increase in load or stress. The

initiation stress is difficult to determine in a rising load test since both
the load and crack must be observed at the same time. Often this process is
photographically recorded and presents difficulty in interpreting data. The
plastic zone at the crack tip tends to mask the small crack extension which
takes place at point A.
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Under the increasing load or stress (Figure 9) slow crack extension (slow
tear) takes place along the path AB. A corresponding increment of crack exten-
sion, A2a (the slow tear) occurs along the path AB and critical (fracture
conditions prevail as 2a -4 2 ac and a - ac at point B. Along the path AB

crack acceleration takes place, and even with high speed motion pictures
the critical crack size, 2 ac is difficult to obtain with accuracy. Com-
pliance methods in conjunction with photographic recording can reduce some
of the error in interpreting initiation of slow tear. However, the corres-
ponding fracture load or stress can be determined quite readily from the load
cell indicator since it is normally the maximum stress in the fracture process
for a rising load fracture test.

To indicate the variability in fracture data, the unreinforced panel data
of Reference 32 have been compared on the basis of stress to initiate slow
crack growth (ai) and critical fracture stress (ac). In order to remove some
of the difficulty in interpreting crack length, particularly for the critical
case, the data of Reference 32 is analyzed on initial crack size, 2a .

0

Figure 10(a) shows these data from a 7075-T6 aluminum alloy for initial slow
tear and Figure 10(b) for critical conditions in 12-inch wide center cracked
tension specimens. As Vlieger's data were taken under controlled and well
established procedures, and the crack extension variability has been removed
by using the initial crack length, these data (Figure 10) provide an indication
of initiation and fracture stress variations.

The spread in initiation stress at beginning of slow tear, o( (Figure

10(a)) can be seen to encompass a ± 107. variation from an average curve drawn
through the data. This spread is caused by the previously discussed inability
to accurately determine the initiation point of slow tear (Figure 9, point A),
and in particular the associated load or stress. Using the stress at fracture
as a parameter (for these data the stress at maximum load) the variation
between duplicate specimens is reduced considerably as shown in Figure 10(b).
In fact the largest variation in stress at fracture, for duplicate tests at a
fixed initial crack size is 2.5 ksi. The corresponding stress at initiation
of slow tear (Figure 10(a)) is double this value.

For comparative purposes McCabe (Reference 36), reporting on a plane
strain fracture toughness test series round robin, indicates that for a given
material all values of KIc (using a tentative standard test method) were within

± 107. of a grand mean Kic value.

5.1.2 Impact of Material Fracture Variability on Selected Criterion and
Analysis Method

If a variation of 107. or less can be anticipated in measured values of KIc

(Reference 36) and 5% for fracture stress of a semi-brittle material (Reference
32), it follows that the selected criterion will probably contain fracture data
within a 5% to 10% scatter band. This is not thought to be an unreasonable
spread when one considers lot to lot variations in the usual material properties
such as F tu, F ty, etc. Keeping this anticipated variation in mind, the goal for

accuracy of both the failure criterion or criteria which will be employed and
the analysis method should be within the same domain of accuracy, i.e., ± 10%.
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In this regard it is important to remember that the plotting of these data
was based on original crack size. Except for a rare case most of the materials
fracturing in plane stress will exhibit varying amounts of slow tear. Although
using the original crack size will provide greater accuracy, for many aircraft
applications it becomes necessary to have knowledge of both the initial and
critical crack sizes. For these cases the crack growth resistance curve (see
section 5.5.1) appears promising.

It follows from the discussion of experimental accuracy that the developed
method of analysis should strive for a similar degree of accuracy. This point
becomes clearer when the various parameters which can affect the fracture
process are considered (i.e, Table I)

In summary the developed analysis method should, within reason, be able
to match the experimental results within 10%. For those materials which
exhibit large amounts of slow tear the crack growth resistance concept
appears most promising to determine critical crack size.

In the next sub-section the simple reinforced panel geometries (i.e., the
next step in increasing panel complexity) of Reference 32 will be examined for
experimental repeatability.

5.2 SIMPLE REINFORCED PANELS

5.2.1 Residual Strength Repeatability

In a simple, cracked, reinforced panel (skin with attached reinforcement)
the fracture process shown in Figure 9 is essentially unchanged with this
exception: the amount of slow tear and the magnitude of the crack tip stress
environment can be altered by the position of the reinforcements relative to
the crack. To illustrate this behavior Figure II schematically shows the
crack growth versus gross stress or load for two possible crack configurations
in simple reinforced panels. (Note that the dashed curve is displaced to the
right for reasons of clarity. As shown a, = a2 and the vertical portions of
the curves coincide.) Neglecting the reinforcement planform and the method of
attachment for the moment, the crack at a reinforcement (Figure 11, case
number I, curve ABC), and between reinforcements, case number 2 (DEF) are both
possible in service.

Consider first case number 1, the crack at a reinforcement. Starting
with a crack of half length a,, the crack will (as in the unreinforced panel
case, Figure 9) remain stable up to some load or stress A at which time
slow crack extension commences. In case I the initiation stress will be
influenced by the reinforcement at the panel centerline. Slow tear will
commence and take place at higher stresses than for the unreinforced case,
and the magnitudes will be directly dependent on the load transfer to the
intact stringer bridging the crack. For case 2 (Figure 11) slow tear will
occur at the same stress as for the unreinforced panel case. That is, the
stress at A, Figure 9 is equal to the stress at D, Figure 11 for panels
of the same thickness and material and having equal crack lengths. Assuming
that the initial crack sizes are equal (i.e., a, = a2 ) it will be noticed
that the stress at D is lower than at A due to the absence of the panel
centerline stringer. The stress at A and D (Figure II) can also be affected by
inplane panel buckling which will be discussed in section 5.5.2. The bridging
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action will minimize such buckling in case number 1 as long as the reinforce-
ment remains intact. Other factors which will affect the crack initiation
stress are crack size and position of the crack tip in relation to the nearest
reinforcement, as well as environment, loading rate, etc. (see section 5.5).
For the simple cases of Figure 11 an increase in load or stress will cause
increasing slow tear up to some maximum stress followed by an instability and
crack extension under decreasing stress conditions (i.e., crack extension
could be maintained at lower loads), as indicated by points B and E. Once
the crack reaches the vicinity of the outer reinforcement, the reinforcement
will pick up the stress caused by the redistribution due to the presence
of the crack. The degree to which this redistribution is accepted by the
reinforcement depends on many factors such as method of attachment, contact
area, stiffness of the reinforcement, etc. (again neglecting environmental
factors).

The stress difference between case 1, point C and case 2, point F is
caused by the panel centerline stringer picking up some of the overall panel
load in case 1. Once this stringer fails, dynamic (short duration) stresses
of unknown magnitude will occur in the panel and normally cause overloads to
the remaining structure. In such cases the efficiency of the near reinforce-
ment in containing the crack is evaluated by the familiar fail safe test of
fuselage shells punctured under load. It becomes obvious that the role of
the reinforcement becomes quite important in residual strength and both a
skin and reinforcement critical criterion may be required in residual strength
analysis development.

Vlieger (Reference 32) examined two types of riveted reinforcement (flat
strap and Z stiffened) with crack geometries situated between straps and
between and under the Z sections for flat panels in tension loading. The
repeatability of these data was compared in a manner similar to the unrein-
forced panel data (Figure 10). These data contain reinforcement influences
on the slow crack growth initiation stress for the crack at Z section panels
(case 1), and critical fracture stress for the crack between reinforcement
(case 2) panels. To make a fair comparison with the unreinforced panel data
the initiation stress at the start of slow tear was used for both the riveted,
flat strap and riveted Z stiffened panels. Figure 12 shows the stiffened
panel data and the dashed curves indicate the ± 10% data spread of Figure
10(a) for the unstiffened panels. It is obvious that the majority of the
stiffened panel data fall within the scatter band of the unreinforced panels.
It is encouraging to note that the reinforced panel data is so repeatable at
replicated initial crack lengths. In fact, the variability is markedly less
than the unstiffened panel data. The same narrow scatter is found in the
critical fracture stress (residual strength) of the reinforced panels of
Reference 32. Replicated tests of reinforced panels gave repeatability
within 5 ksi.

It should be noted that the material used in Reference 32 (7075-T6) is
considered one of the more frangible alloys (e.g., see Reference 37). For
such a material, crack growth under rising load conditions takes place with little
corresponding acceleration in crack growth at constant load as would occur
with a tougher aluminum alloy such as 2024-T3. (Note that all stresses are
considerably below F ty.) For this reason the fracture and residual strength

data of Reference 32 would be expected to show good repeatability. Since
it is desired to set some limits on the accuracy of the residual strength
analysis method to be developed it would appear that a ± 10% accuracy may
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be acceptable based on residual strength data discussed above. As a pre-
liminary assessment, residual strength predictions will be made in the
next subsection using the methods described in Section IV.

5.3 RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTIONS FOR SIMPLE REINFORCED PANELS

The method of Crichlow (Reference 24), which for short crack lengths (in
relation to reinforcement spacing) is currently analogous to Kuhn's method
(see Reference 17), has been employed in section 5.3.2 to analyze residual
strength data presented by Vlieger (Reference 32) on simple reinforced, 7075-T6
panels. Also, comparisons have been made in section 5.3.1 using LEFM. In
particular, the closed form solution of Poe (Reference 31) has been used. The
failure criteria utilized were the critical Neuber notch factor p' for the Kuhn
method, whereas the Poe method used the Kc approach of LEFM.

It will be noticed that the basic assumptions of each method require that
the actual panel geometry be somewhat idealized. This is due to the simplified
nature of the methods. For the purposes of the present evaluation study,
however, it is believed that a fair comparison can be made.

5.3.1 Poe's Method with K of LEFM as a Failure CriterionC

5.3.1.1. Assumptions In using Poe's method the following is assumed:

". in-plane loading only

"• rigid rivets

"* rivet force transverse to applied stress neglected

"* stiffener possesses axial stiffness only.

The fact that Poe's method neglects the bending stiffness of the reinforce-
ment means that it should rigorously be applied only to reinforcements which are
symmetrically placed about the sheet midplane (that is, to situations in which
no bending takes place, and hence the neglect of bending stiffness is inconse-
quential). However, Poe's method can also be applied without significant
error to cases in which the stiffener axial stiffness greatly predominates over
the stiffener bending stiffness. For example, a configuration involving
stiffeners which are flat rectangular straps is one for which the neglect of
bending stiffness is iiot a serious omission. When stiffeners are considered
which have the typical structural shapes (e.g., hats, Z's, channels, etc.),
the use of Poe's method is not advisable since bending stiffness may then
constitute a significant parameter in the problem.
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Notwithstanding the above, the Poe approach will be used to analyze Z
stiffened stringers as indicated below.
5.3.1.2. Procedure The percent stiffening (nondimensional stiffness) for

Vlieger's Z stiffened panels is, using a relationship from Poe (Reference 31)

Percent Stiffening = 100 (23)
[sBE

I [E~wts

where ts is the stringer or reinforcement thickness, w is the effective stringer

width, and E is reinforcement modulus.s

The thickness of the riveted skin, B, the reinforcement spacing, s, and the
modulus of skin CE) and stringer (E.) are given in Reference 32. Using these

data, Equation (23) becomes,

Percent Stiffening = 1OO • 23%

+ 2.3" (0.079") 107 psi

0.87" (0.063") 107 psi

For this percentage stiffening, the ratio of panel stress intensity with rein-
forcement to stress intensity without reinforcement, X, is given below for the
crack geometries of cases 1 and 2 of Figure 11.

Ratio of Half-Crack Length to Case I Case 2*
Z Stringer Spacing, a/s X_ X_

0.1 0.965 0.99
0.2 0.92 0.98
0.3 0.85 0.965
o.4 0.84 0.945
0.5 0.83 0.91
0.6 0.82 0.87
0.7 0.80 0.85
0.8 0.78 0.825
0.9 0.755 0.80
1.0 Cracked from Stringer to Stringer Centerline 0.70 0.79
1.2 0.62 0.765
1.4 0.61 0.74
1.5 0.61 0.71

* In Reference 31, symmetry is assumed for both crack and reinforcements
about the panel centerline. Also, simple reinforcement geometry (i.e.,
flat straps) are assumed to exist. In the Reference 32, Z stiffened
data, these conditions are not met, particularly in Case 2 where the
centerline stringer is missing. Therefore the use of the Reference 31
analysis is questionable in this case, and good correlation is not
expected. However, some indication of anticipated residual strength
trends should be indicated, with predicted results being higher than
measured strengths.
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From Reference 38 an average value of plane stress fracture toughness for
0.079 inch thick 7075-T6 aluminum is given as

Kc = 70 ksi inch

The following fracture criterion is employed to predict residual strength
for the Case 1 and Case 2 panels.

K = aclac 2 (24)

Solving Equation 24 for average critical gross area panel residual
strength (ac)

K
S - c
ac 1 1 2a 4 T a c X l s 2

For assumed values of critical crack length, a , the computed curves are shown

in Figures 13(a) and 13(b) for the two crack cases indicated. Note that some
cracks ran to, and some ran between, the rivet holes in the nearest stringer
after the fracture initiated. For both panel types (Cases I and 2), the
prediction is higher at the longer crack lengths than the actual failure stresses.
This is expected due to the assumptions listed in section 5.3.1.1 (inherent in the
Poe analysis) which lead to higher predicted stresses for Z section stiffened
panels than actually observed. It would be expected that the data would fall
below the predictions due to reinforcement eccentricity and subsequent super-
imposed panel bending which are not a part of the Reference 31 analysis.

In light of the basic assumptions cited in section 5.3.1.1, and the anti-
cipated restrictions mentioned previously, the correlations of Figure 13 are
considered quite good. The experimental results for the Case I panels show
the same trends as the Poe analysis and confirm the analytical trend predicted
by Vlieger in his report (Reference 32).

One can thus conclude that even though the assumptions of the Poe analysis
(zero bending, rigid attachments, etc.) were violated, good correlation (within
10%) was obtained. However, the predictions were on the high side, and would
lead to optimistic values of residual strength. Considering the material and
its fracture characteristics, a more advanced method of analysis is warranted
to include those factors not considered in closed form solutions such as
Reference 31.

5.3.2 Kuhn Method with NSA as a Failure Criterion

Since the ratio of initial crack length to reinforcement spacing for the
Reference 32 data is • 0.7, and since the Crichlow analysis permits crack
lengths as large as the reinforcement spacing (see e.g., References 21 and 24)
to be considered, it becomes a matter of choice (for the shorter crack lengths)
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as to whether an effective width or a notch strength analysis should be used

to predict residual strength. The NSA method (see Section 4.1) has been

selected here for demonstration purposes. In using the NSA method for

residual strength prediction, it should be kept in mind that its basic

foundation is in the prediction of fracture strength for unreinforced panels.

5.3.2.1. Assumptions

The critical crack length (ac) is less than the stringer or reinforce-

ment spacing. (The data of Reference 32 is within this range, see

e.g., Figure 13.)

Other assumptions as indicated in section 4.1.1.

5.3.2.2. Procedure

From References 17 or 24, the residual strength ag of a reinforced panel

is,

2aoF [I-

ag cc 2a [a0 < sJ 25

observe that Equation (25) follows from Equations (11), (13), (15), and (16).

In Equation (25), the following material property data apply (from
Reference 32):

Ftu, ultimate strength = 78.6 ksi (case 1)

F tu, ultimate strength = 79.3 ksi (case 2)

Cm s 1.4/inch (from Reference 17, at room temperature)

For the Z stiffened panels of Reference 32 it becomes a difficult task

to select a value of panel width to use in Equation (25) for computational

purposes.

The Kuhn equation can be rewritten for this case assuming infinite panel

width as an approximation. Then Equation (25) becomes

Ftu
•c + 1 l.4/W7

for Vlieger's case 2 panels.
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The predicted curve is shown as the solid curve in Figure 14 for the case
2 panels. Also shown is the section 5.3.1 prediction (dotted curve) obtained
using LEFM. For comparative purposes, the "classical" LEFM curve (dashed) is
shown assuming an effective panel width of twice the reinforcement spacing
(i.e., double the width between Zstringers for case 2 panels). Computations
were carried out using a nominal Kc of 70 ksi /inch and finite width corrections

(W) from Reference 39 for center cracked tension panels. Thus the "classical"
LEFM predictions were made according to

ac = c (26)

The computed NSA curve (solid) of Figure 14 would generally provide an
optimistic value of fracture stress whereas LEFM underpredicts fracture stress
for longer crack lengths.

It is obvious that the NSA curve has the proper trend. Unfortunately this
analysis can only treat cases where critical crack size is much less than the
stringer spacing. Thus a gap exists in the residual strength curve between a/s
ratios of .8 and I. As noted previously the "classical" LEFM (with simple
boundary corrections) method does not correlate well. However its use with the
Poe analysis is considered good, although all methods tend to overpredict residual
strength.

5.4 RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTIONS FOR PANELS OF COMPLEX GEOMETRY

The current state-of-the-art of residual strength prediction for complex
structure has been summarized in a recent series of research reports (for
example see References 2, 40, 41, and 42). It must be noted that the failure
criterion is normally fracture mechanics oriented and the analysis method
involves finite element techniques, particularly for the more complex structure
(such as skin, frame, and longeron and various combinations) and the associated
complex loading conditions. Closed form solutions such as presented in
References 29 through 31 will have little success in predicting the residual
strength of complex stiffened panels.

The degree of accuracy for the prediction of residual strength can be
quite good for skin materials which exhibit small amounts of slow tear and
are skin fracture critical (Reference 2). Once extensive amounts of crack
tip plasticity, reinforcement and/or attachment yielding, and other factors
(to be discussed in Section 5.5) occur, the current methods tend to break down.
Suggestions as to possible ways of treating these effects are discussed in
Section VI.
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5.5 PARAMETRIC INFLUENCES AND THEIR EFFECT ON RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION

In Section 3.2.1 some of the parameters were described which will affect
the residual strength prediction by altering the failure criterion or criteria.
Some of these parameters can be controlled in the testing required for estab-
lishing a criterion (e.g., buckling can be controlled by suppression plates).
Most of the parameters are not readily amenable to analytical treatment (e.g.,
strain rate, temperature, etc.) and must be treated in an empirical or semi-
empirical manner.

Many of these parameters have a direct effect on the failure criterion,
and it is planned to treat them as an influence on the crack growth resistance
curve, slow tear or perhaps some newer criterion such as JcriticaP

5.5.1 Crack Growth Resistance Concept and Its Use as a Failure Criterion

The resistance curve (R or KR) concept was first introduced in 1960
(Reference 43) and has received increased attention recently as a means to:

predict the extent of slow crack growth prior to fracture

characterize plane stress toughness

bridge the gap between brittle and semi-brittle fracture and
fracture with large plasticity at the crack tip.

Several reports and papers have been published and a symposium has been
sponsored on the experimental determination of the resistance curve for both
metallic and nonmetallic materials (see References 6, 37, and 44 through
48). Since the experimental methods for obtaining the resistance curve
have been well documented, and the theory behind its development has been
described in detail elsewhere (see Reference 43 and 49), it will suffice
here to indicate its usage in an overall residual strength prediction method.

The resistance curve is essentially a measure of the resistance a material
offers to crack extension. It is a function of thickness and currently thought
to be independent of initial crack size and specimen geometry. To indicate
the general trend and specimen independency, the data for 7075-T6 sheet
material from References, 6, 37, and 47 are presented as common KR curve in
Figure 15. At first glance the spread in the data for one specimen geometry
(center cracked tension) appears excessive. These differences could have been
caused by material lot differences since all the data from Reference 6 were
taken from the same lot of material and indicate closer agreement between
different specimen types (CCT and CLWL) than data for a similar specimen
type (CCT) but from different material lots.

It may be advisable to place lower bounds on the K curve for each materialR
to avoid regions where the percentage error in KR is excessive if this concept

is to be used in a residual strength prediction method. However, recent
activity in proposed standards for determining KR curves may remove some of

the data scatter in developing such curves.
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For materials and structures which exhibit a significant amount of slow

stable tear (those for which the R curve is a viable failure concept) two

criteria must be satisfied. These two criteria specify that

K1  KR

5K1 _ KR

6a ba

for instability conditions. Geometrically speaking, these two criteria state

that fracture instability occurs when the KR and KI curves become tangent to

one another. Thus for crack growth instability (fast or rapid fracture) to

occur, the increase in KI with "a" must equal or exceed the corresponding

increase in material resistance to tear, KR. Slow stable tear will occur up

to this instability point.

Creager and Liu (Reference 50) have applied this criterion to simple,

flat strap reinforced, flat panels (attached with a single row of rivets)

using a modified form of the stress intensity (K I) analysis of Reference 30.

The predictions of failure load were within 10% of the measured values. The

analysis was conducted using KR data from another source and the predictions

are considered good in light of the influence of the reinforcements on the

slow tear process, as indicated in Figure II.

Other factors have been shown to effect the KR curve. For example,

Wang (Reference 48) has shown a 307% decrease in KR values at -65 0 F from those

obtained at room temperature for 7075 and 7079 (T6) sheet. This is not an

unexpected trend. However, it must be considered in using the resistance
curve in any residual strength failure criterion.

5.5.2 Crack Tip Buckling

The inplane buckling of a center cracked, tension loaded panel has been
studied by many investigators (e.g., see References 13, 51, 52 through 55).
All have indicated large reductions in critical fracture stress as a result

of buckling. A good review of the various problems associated with the
measurement and prediction of plane stress crack buckling is- contained in

Reference 54. As noted in Reference 54, in-plane crack buckling is a large

deflection problem and must be a function of how much deflection occurs.

The usual equation for the prediction of critical buckling stress has
the form

b /kE N2 (27)
bc 2a)
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where B is sheet thickness and 2a is the crack length. For each case k varies
for the particular model employed. Thus some estimate of critical buckling
stress can be made for simple unreinforced panels. For reinforced panels the
problem becomes more difficult due to the interaction of reinforcements with
local crack tip stress fields.

No simple solution appears available to introduce this effect in an
analytical residual strength scheme. A semi-empirical solution, such as
Equation 27, may be an expedient to evaluate the possibility of crack buckling
on a go/no go basis. Whether buckling can be included in the R curve procedure
is speculative, and current methods of thin section fracture eliminate it from
the test data by using buckling restraints. Also, they do not include it in
the analytical procedure. Clearly this effect requires additional study from
an analytical standpoint.

5.5.3 Strain Rate

Of all the parameters which affect residual strength, the effect of strain
or load rate is the one that has had the least attention. Broek (Reference 56)
found little effect of strain rate on stress at initiation of slow tear for
aluminum alloys within the range of typical aircraft loading spectra. However,
Newman (Reference 57) indicated that strain rate sensitive materials will have
decreasing plastic zone sizes for increasing stress rates. This implies that
a variation in plastic zone models with strain rate is warranted and advisable
for those materials which exhibit strain rate dependency. It is believed that
these differences in fracture stress can be explored, evaluated, and incorporated
into the R curve. The effect of this dependency was indicated in Figure 6(b)
where the ordinate could have been KR as well as stress/load.

The use of stress-strain data at rates encompassing the material operating
range is warranted in the developed analysis procedure, and the data itself
becomes a part of the material property input as shown in Step 4 of Figure 5.

5.5.4 Specimen Dependency and Anisotropic Behavior

For the use of a critical stress intensity (K ) approach it becomesc

evident that specimen geometry is an important factor. This is particularly
true of center cracked tension (CCT) loaded panels. Much research has been
devoted to setting limits on specimen widths (see References 37, 51, and 55)
to obtain values of fracture stress independent of specimen width. In most
cases it has been found that exceedingly large (wide) CCT panels are required
for fracture strength determination of materials which exhibit large amounts
of slow crack extension and crack tip plasticity (Reference 48).

It is believed that the Resistance curve can resolve these influences and
make it possible to test smaller panels in a decreasing stress intensity or
stress field (e.g., crack line wedge loaded and zero K gradient (tapered beam)
specimens). With these specimens it is possible to remain within stable
crack extension for long crack lengths prior to instability (see Figure 15),
and thus be able to develop the entire KR curve up to plateau values of stress

intensity.
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In-service conditions can lead to cracks which are oriented in directions
inclined to the material rolling direction. It is known that a material's
plane strain fracture toughness (KIc) varies with the inclination of the crack
axis with respect to the principal rolling directions. Reduction in fracture
stress has also been observed in thin section fracture. It has been found
that with the crack oriented normal to the rolling direction, the highest
fracture stress is achieved.

One cannot anticipate under in-service conditions that the crack will be
aligned in the optimum toughness direction. Therefore, it has been previously
proposed (Reference 58) that the crack oriented parallel to the rolling
direction, since it represents the most unfavorable service condition, would
provide a lower bound value of Kc.

What is required is a systematic study of the influence of both upper
and lower bound values on residual strength prediction. It is postulated
that this can be accomplished through the KR curve. Thus for a given structural
element if the principal stress direction is normal to the rolling direction,
and remains so in service, one will avoid an undue penalty by using lower
bound values.

In summary, many of the parameters which will affect the failure criterion
and/or analysis method can be included in the resistance curve, or as will be
discussed in Section VI, through a critical J concept.

5.5.5 Value of Continued Development of Existing Methods

From the comparisons of analytical and experimental results for the data
of Reference 32 it would appear that any of the predictive techniques would
fulfill the required accuracy (± 107.) of the desired method. It must be
remembered that these data were obtained on a high strength aluminum alloy
(7075) which exhibits negligible slow tear prior to fracture and moderate
toughness. For these reasons any residual strength method which is based on
elastic fracture theory will produce satisfactory accuracy. If data on panels
of simple geometry with a tougher alloy (e.g., 2024) had been available in a
consistent form, with both reinforced and unreinforced data from the same
lot, the existing methods would not provide adequate predictions. The elastic
solutions would then predict lower residual strengths for both simple and
reinforced panel geometries. The need for inclusion of plasticity in any
fracture strength scheme is indicated by the continued modifications to the
NSA method.

From the available evidence it would appear to be prudent to discount
any additional developmental work on the NSA (CSA) and effective width methods.
They are too empirically based and inflexible to meet the requirements of the
"ideal" method. LEFM, on the other hand, does appear to be capable of sig-
nificant generalization. Residual strength predictions for plane stress
situations can be made provided plasticity and slow tear, as a minimum, are
included in the solution. Section VI discusses the planned development,
starting with LEFM as a basis of departure.
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VI PLANNED DEVELOPMENT OF RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION TECHNIQUE

Throughout the evaluation of residual strength methodology, the need

for a general method, capable of giving accurate predictions of residual
strength for a wide variety of situations encountered in aircraft structures,
has been cited as being of paramount importance. Methodology used to date
has been very narrow in terms of applicability, restrictive in the number of
parameters considered, and often very superficial in the manner in which the
influencing parameters are functionally related to residual strength. As a
result, the presently available methods often give residual strength
predictions which deviate significantly from actuality.

In launching the development of a new method for residual strength
prediction, the defects of the present methods of course have a bearing on
the direction of the contemplated activity. The major shortcomings of the
past, namely:

Restrictive applicability

Insufficient treatment of plasticity

Inadequate treatment of slow tear

will be addressed and accounted for in the development of the new method.

Two virtues of existing methods which are well worth retaining are the
ease with which they can be applied and the relatively inexpensive costs
involved in making the predictions. It appears that the new method will, of
necessity, require slightly more effort for successful application. Never-
theless, by exercising careful control, the additional capability and the
more satisfactory treatment of the pertinent parameters will more than
compensate any loss in simplicity.

6.1 CANDIDATE ANALYSIS METHODS

After studying a number of candidate parameters for characterizing the
crack tip environment, it appears that the most suitable choice for use in
the to be developed residual strength method is the J integral introduced by
Rice (Reference 59). This quantity can be regarded as the most general single
parameter measure of the crack tip environment currently available for the
following reasons:

(1) It can be related to crack opening displacement (see section 6.1.2)
and,

(2) In the elastic range, it reduces to G, the crack extension force,
and can be related to K, the stress intensity factor.
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Two notable features of J are its path independence and its incorporation of
plasticity effects. Both of these attributes will be discussed below.

The J integral is defined as

J W(6) dy -T ds (28)

where W, the strain energy density, is

W = S[7x dex + Trxy dyxy + Txz d-yxz* a y dey + Tryz dy yz + aZ dz ] (29)

For generalized plane stress conditions:

W =[Ax dex xy dyxy +y dgy (30)

The contour integral J is evaluated along the curve r which is, in principle,
any curve surrounding the crack tip. The positive direction of s in traversing
r is counterclockwise.

Since the value of J is independent of the particular r contour selected,
one has complete freedom in the r contour actually used. It appears that the
path independency is maintained regardless of whether the material obeys linear
elastic - nonlinear elastic - deformation theory plastic - or Prandtl-Reuss
plastic constitutive relations (see Reference 5).

For ease in evaluation of J, the curve r can be taken to be a rectangular
path (see Figure 16). Then dy will be nonzero only for those portions of r
which parallel the Y axis. Thus since W need be evaluated only for those
portions of r for which dy is nonzero, the computation of J is simplified.

In Equation (28), the second integral involves the scalar product of the
tractive stress vector T and the vector whose components are the rates of
change of displacement with respect to x. Resolving into components, one has

Tx (31)

where u and v are the displacements in the x and y directions, respectively
AAand t and j are the corresponding unit vectors. Also

T = T t + T TA • + T2 (32)

where T1 and T. are related to the tractive stress components through the outward
normal by Ti = oijn*. To establish the precise form of Ti at all points along a
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rectangular F contour, consider again the crack and the surrounding F contour
shown in Figure 16. An outward-pointing unit normal vector * will have components
n1 and n2 (in the x and y directions respectively) as listed in Column (3) of
Table II for the five segments of the F" curve indicated. Applying Ti - aijnj,
the values of Ti are given in Column (4) of Table II.

The formation of the T and au vectors is shown in Columns (5) and (6),

respectively, and the scalar product is calculated in Column (7). The relation-
ship between ds and either dx or dy is indicated in Column (8) and the net
contribution of each segment to the J integral is indicated in Column (9) of
Table II.

In the case of uniaxial loading, by virtue of the symmetry which exists with
respect to the crack plane, one can write

S(xY) [v au2V(x, y)e bu 6v)]d

Y = 2LW )x ) -Txy ())] dy + 2S [Txy(c) + ay (O)] dx
(x,y)s (x,y)s

+ 2 (xy)s j dy (33)

6.1.1 Treatment of Structures Made of Prandtl-Reuss Materials

The J integral can be evaluated by performing the integrations indicated
in Equation (33). The strain energy density W appearing in Equation (33) is,
for plane stress conditions, given by Equation (30). In order to carry out the
integration indicated in Equation (30), one needs a relationship between stresses
and strains which realistically models the behavior actually exhibited by
plastically deforming materials. For many materials, the Prandtl-Reuss equations
provide a satisfactory relationship. They are, for the case of plane stress

d .v 0 3 a'x da

x E E x

dey = 1 0 3 a'y day

2 j

(34)
dt; - _ 0 3 0' dT

E E z xy
25

0dyxy 0 0 2 (l + v) 3T di

xyE -- P
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whe re

-y i4 (2_ GOay' = ( 2c0y--ax)

(35)

Iz (ax+ ay)

a-= f a xay+ a + 3,xj

The primed quantities in Equations (35) are sometimes referred to as thedeviatoric stress components in the plasticity literature. The barred
quantities (i.e., 3 and I p) are the equivalent stress and the equivalent
plastic strain.

Substituting Equations (34) into Equation (30), one obtains

2E- , + j+ .i.4L ,Y -[ Y1 fr p (36)

In studying Equation (36), observe that W will have a unique value onlyif unloading (at every point of the body being considered) is not permitted.
To illustrate this point, consider a body that is initially unloaded and
unstrained. Then

yx C Txy pC =

If loading is applied and increased to the point where the onset ofplastic action is imminent, in general axg ayTxy, and a will be nonzero.
However, the integral in Equation (36) will still be zero since sp has remained
at its initial zero value. If the body were unloaded at this point, W wouldbe a unique function of stress, regardless of loading history.

If, instead of unloading at the onset of plastic action the body isloaded into the plastic range, the integral in Equation (36) makes a contribu-tion to the value of W. When the body is subsequently unloaded, the values of
ax, ay, Txy, and a all return to their initial zero values, but the plastic
strain ip, being unrecoverable, retains its peak value. Thus the integral
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fP ýdi makes a nonzero contribution to W when the body is back in its
o P

initial unloaded state. If loading into the plastic range followed by un-

loading is permitted W becomes multivalued. It follows that J is also

multivalued for this occurrence.

The statements made in the preceding paragraph would appear to seriously

limit the use of J as a fracture criterion since the case of loading into the

plastic range followed by unloading (i.e., the case for which J is multivalued)

occurs when crack extension takes place. On the basis of a number of examples,

Hayes (Reference 5) deduced that monotonic loading conditions prevail through-

out a cracked body under steadily increasing load applied to the boundaries,

provided that crack extension does not occur. Thus, valid J calculations can

be performed for this case. The case of crack extension will be discussed in

section 6.2.1.

6.1.1.1. Example Problem To illustrate the steps involved in numerically

evaluating the J integral for a Prandtl-Reuss material, consider the cracked,

strap-stiffened sheet shown in Figure 17, The finite element idealization

(representing one quarter of the problem of Figure 17) is shown in Figure 18

and consists of 421 grid points, 397 panels representing the sheet, II panels

representing the rivets, and 22 panels representing the strap. Since the case

of a stringer in the form of a flat strap has been found by Isida (Reference 60)

to be one in which the stiffener bending stiffness if negligible compared to the

stiffener axial stiffness, both strap and sheet were represented by membrane

elements. The F contour along which J is to be calculated is indicated in

Figure 18.

The strap, sheet, and rivet material will be regarded as being capable of

experiencing a considerable amount of plastic deformation during the loading

process. To be explicit, the material from which the strap, sheet, and rivets

are made will be assumed to exhibit the stress-strain curve of Figure 19

when loaded uniaxially. Under the conditions shown in Figure 17, of course,

all material points are not in a state of uniaxial stress. However, an

equivalent stress a can be calculated for every point of Figure 17 by

combining the components of the actual stress state (i.e., ax' ay' Txy) as

indicated in the last of Equations (35). The assumption is made that, just as

Figure 19 relates a uniaxial stress to a uniaxial strain it may also be used to

relate the equivalent stress U to an equivalent strain 7.

The NASTRAN finite element program was used to analyze the structure of

Figure 17. This program was chosen because it has an operational elastic-

plastic capability and is relatively efficient.
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The procedure employed by NASTRAN to solve elastic-plastic problems

is, in effect, a piecewise linear scheme which involves an incremental

application of the applied load. The problem actually solved utilized the

stress increments listed in Table I1I. Essentially, 9 elastic problems

were solved and appropriately combined to yield the desired elastic-plastic

solution. On the basis of an earlier elastic solution to the problem, the

first stress increment was selected equal to 2100 psi so that the stress

in the most highly stressed finite element was just above the proportional

limit stress of 11,500 psi.

TABLE III

STRESS INCREMENTS - ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS

Increment Stress Increment Accumulated Stress

Number (psi) (psi)

1 2100 2100

2 300 2400

3 400 2800

4 500 3300

5 600 3900

6 700 4600

7 800 5400

8 900 6300

9 1000 7300

A summary of the steps in the NASTRAN computational procedure is as

follows:

I. Using the initial elastic properties, determine the displacements and

stresses resulting from stress increment #1 (2100 psi) by performing

an elastic analysis.

2. At all points in the structure, form - according to the last of

Equations (35).

3. From Figure 19 (actually from its tabular equivalent which consists

of 201 points, resulting in a 200 segment multilinear approximation

to Figure 19) determine l at all points in the structure.

4. By linear extrapolation of the strain data, estimate the value of

at every point of the structure corresponding to the accumulated

stress of stress increments #1 and #2.
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5. Enter the tabular equivalent of Figure 19 with the T estimate

generated in step (4) and determine the estimated equivalent stress

resulting from the application of stress increments #1 and #2 at all

points in the structure.

6. From the actual a and C data for stress increment #1 and the estimated

j and E data for stress increment #2, estimate the tangent modulus at

all points.

7. Using the tangent moduli found in step (6), form a new structural

stiffness matrix.

8. Applying only stress increment #2 (i.e., 300 psi) use the result of

step (7) to perform a linear finite element analysis, resulting in

displacements and stresses corresponding to increment #2.

9. Superimpose the stresses from steps (I) and (8) and form a new • value

at all points in the structure.

10. Repeat steps (3) through (9) until all 9 stress increments of Table

III have been applied.

By following the steps indicated above, the NASTRAN procedure produces

stresses and displacements which incorporate the elastic-plastic nature of the

material. The Prandtl-Reuss relations (Equations (34) are solved for finite

stress increments instead of for infinitesimal increments. As a result,

numerical errors are introduced which can become quite large. Nevertheless,

if the load increments are sufficiently small (those listed in Table III are

thought to be in this category), acceptably accurate results should be obtained.

The NASTRAN procedure indicated above required 20.43 minutes of CPU time

and 4.00 minutes of i/O time on an IBM 370/165 computer to execute the nine

increment elastic-plastic problem indicated in Table 1io. This is sub-

stantially longer than the time required to perform nine elastic runs. A

significant amount of time is apparently used in going to and from the •vs

table and in forming and assembling the updated stiffness matrices at each

increment of loading.

In calculating J, the r contour and the nodes shown in Figure 20 were

employed. When the plastic zone does not penetrate the integration boundary

(i.e., when Tp = 0), Equations (33) and (36) result in (using the grid points

shown in Figure 20 to indicate integration limits),
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= 2 (o ± cry) + .- (a - )xy dy
10

+ f[-( •+ry)2+~± l+ •y _rxcry) - cx(•xu"4. ''-X )( ]dy

To facilitate the post-processing of the NASTRAN-generated data required

to calculate J, a RAX program was written which numerically integrates
Equation (37).

The fAX program requires as input the NASTRAN-produced d at andrqxy

values in the 24 elements contiguous to the r contour and the u and v dis-
placements at 22 grid points on and adjacent to the r contour for each of the
nine load increments. Thus, in order to calculate J a total of 1044 pieces
of input data were required. The RAX program calculates J by averaging the
stresses, forming central difference approximations for the displacement
derivatives, forming the integrals indicated in Equation (37) and then summing
the results.

To accommodate cases in which the plastic zone has penetrated the verti-
cal portions of the r contour, the RAX program calculates the prints out F
in the following segments of Figure 20: 110-109, 109-108, 108-107, 60-59,
59-33, and 33-8. When a in these segments exceeds the proportional limit
stress Ftp (in this case, from Figure 19, Ftp = 11.5 ksi), one can consult

the stress-strain curve to determine C, and then determine the contribution
of Jadip to the strain energy (Equation (36)) and to the value of J (Equation

(28)). The values of U along the vertical F segments were less than 11.5 ksi

for the loads shown in Table III and hence Jdip had no contribution.

The results of the present computations are shown in Figure 21.

It is interesting to note that the loads of Table III do not cause a
significant departure from the linear relationship of /5 with applied stress
which is found using purely elastic constitutive relations (see Figure 22).
This behavior was also observed by Hayes (Reference 5) for unstiffened
cracked sheets with applied stress to yield stress ratios equal to or less
than 0.7.

Obviously, the stresses of Table III were chosen for illustrative
purposes only. In a typical residual strength application, one would
probably be interested in significantly higher applied stress levels. The
procedure indicated will yield valid J information regardless of applied
stress level.
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The plastic zones determined using the piecewise linear elastic-plastic
procedure are obtained without the necessity of a priori assumptions as to
shape. Figure 23 shows the plastic zones corresponding to applied stress
levels of 3300 psi, 5400 psi, and 7300 psi. These zones were obtained from
the NASTRAN results by identifying those finite elements for which U exceeds
Ftp = 11,500 psi.

Note that at the highest applied stress level indicated in Figure 23
(viz. 7300 psi), the strap material in the immediate vicinity of the crack
experiences a stress of 12,500 psi, and thus load redistribution takes place.
The J values given herein thus account for reinforcement yielding.

It should be noted that although no a priori assumptions with regard to
plastic zone size and shape are necessary in using the method indicated above
this luxury produces lengthy computer runs. If an initial estimate could be
be made of the plastic zone size, computer runs would be subsequently executed
with only the material within the preselected zone being allowed to exhibit
elastic-plastic behavior. The material outside the preselected zone would
remain elastic for all increments of applied stress, and the corresponding
element stiffness matrices would be invariant throughout the loading process.
This would reduce computer execution times. In the course of the residual
strength method to be developed, this technique will be employed.

Another possibility for treating elastic-plastic behavior more efficiently
is when the plastic zone shape for a material can be specified in advance. In
particular, when the Dugdale wedge-shaped plastic zone (Reference 33) is a
suitable approximation, the technique indicated in the next section is
appropriate.

6.1.2 Treatment of Structures Made of Materials Displaying Dugdale-Type
Plastic Zones

In the work to be conducted in subsequent Phases, it is anticipated that
some of the materials to be treated will display Dugdale-type wedge-shaped
plastic zones prior to fracture. The simplicity of the Dugdale approach, the
economy associated with its use, and the instances in which Dugdale solutions
yield results substantially in agreement with tests are well known features
of the Dugdale model.

In the description of a Dugdale problem "a" is a fictitious half-crack
length which is related to the real (i.e., the physically existing) half-
crack length c by means of "a" = c + plastic zone length. After determining
several elastic stress intensity factors for the crack of artificial half-
length "all, the solution for the real crack of half-length c is obtained
by superposition. The superposition is performed in such a way that stresses
remain finite throughout the body. The superposition involves (I) the
applied load acting on a structure having an artificial crack of length 2a
and (2) a stress equal to the yield stress acting over the length ("a"-c) at
each end of the artificial crack (i.e., over the plastic zones). When the
solution is completed, the magnitude of applied load necessary to produce a
plastic zone of length "a"-c is obtained for a structure having a real crack
of half-length c.
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Notice that the manner of solution involved in the Dugdale approach is
such that nonzero crack opening displacements 6 are predicted in the region
bVtween the end of the physical crack and the end of the artificial crack.
This, of course, is not possible and is merely a consequence of the simpli-
fications made.

The crack opening displacements 6 can be related to J as shown by Rice
(Reference 7). Suppose that in Figure 16 the F contour used is adjusted
such that points 6 and 7 coincide and also points 0 and 1 coincide. Also,
suppose points 2, 3, 4, and 5 are displaced to the left and coalesced so
that they all are at the origin. If the x coordinate of points 0, 1, 6,
and 7 is selected so that it corresponds to the end of the physically existing
crack, the situation is as shown in Figure 24.

Although the F contour of Figure 24 is inclined with respect to the
x-axis, the dimensions of the plastic zone are such that the previously
derived expressions for a rectangular contour can be used with negligible
error. Hence, from column (9) of Table II the expression for J correspond-
ing to the F contour shown in Figure 24 is

J (x 'Y),2 [ET (a) . a (ýv )] dx +- f(X,y) SET (u) + a, (av]x (38)
~tx'y)1  xy ()x y ax 4 X,y)5  xy 6x y )]x

In the Dugdale formulation, the stress state existing in the plastic zone
is simplified to the point where ay is the only nonzero stress component.

Then Equation (38) becomes

j = S(xy) dx + '(xvY)s av

(x,y) 1  
(xy)s

= Sa a ) (vW) dx + c (Y -p iv+) dx
c yax a axc a

_ Sa [,y ÷(v+) _a v') dx= ja (v - v-) dx
c Yx )x c 21x

_ -a . 8 dx

c yax

where v and v" are the displacements at the upper and lower crack surfaces,
respectively, and 6, the crack opening displacement, is given by

V+= v+-V
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Since ay(=Fty) is constant in the plastic zone,

J = Oy 6c = F 6c (39)

Equation (39) is the desired relation between crack opening displacement
at the physical crack tip 6c and J. Hence, in order to calculate J, one need

only find 6 c and then multiply by Fty.

6.1.2.1 Example Problem

Recently Hayes and Williams (Reference 61) presented a method which
allows Dugdale model crack tip plasticity solutions to be obtained in a
straightforward manner. The approach uses the Buekner method (Reference
62) which has been shown to give highly accurate results.

In this report, the Reference 61 method will be applied to the cracked,
stiffened sheet shown in Figure 25. The physical crack length, 2c, is 3.6
inches as indicated, and the crack aspect ratio 2c = 0.36. The method

w
assumes a series of plastic zone lengths and then determines the correspond-
ing value of the remotely applied stress p necessary to give rise to each of
the plastic zone lengths.

The calculations involved in performing the Dugdale solution are
summarized in Table IV. Twenty separate problems were considered and sub-
sequently superimposed to arrive at the desired result. Actually, one NASTRAN
finite element run (using the idealization of Figure IV and consisting of 20
subcases) was executed. The run required 8.44 minutes of CPU time and 5.65
minutes of I/O time on an IBM 370/165 computer. All 20 subcases were elastic
solutions, and, as indicated in Table IV, ten subcases were fully loaded
cracks and ten subcases partially loaded cracks. In each of the 20 subcases
a stress of 10 ksi was applied over either the entire crack half surface (a)
or over only the plastic zone length (a) -c. All cases considered were
symmetrical cracks about the panel centerline.

In employing the Buekner method (Reference 62) to perform the elastic
calculations the first step is to calculate the strain energy Ud correspond-

ing to Buekner's "difference state." In equation form

Ud = - • Tiouids = - f TxOu + Ty ds (40)

S S
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where Ud is the change in energy or energy difference between the uncracked

and cracked configurations. In Equation (4c0, Ti represents stresses that

exist in the crack-free body at the locations where the crack will subsequently
be introduced, and s is one half of the (symmetrical) crack surface area per
unit thickness. In the case of an uncracked strap stiffened sheet (where both
strap and sheet are the same thickness and have the same modulus) subjected to
an external tensile stress cy = 10,000 psi, a uniform stress state is induced.
Thus, T 0 = 0 and T 0 = 10,000 psi = 10 ksi. The quantities ui in Equationx y
(40) are the components of displacement on the crack face due to the tractions
Ti° applied to the crack faces in a reversed sense acting alone. In the

present case Equation (40) reduces to

Ud = - f a v dsUd 2 Py(41)

S

and the v displacements can be found from a finite element run where the crack
surface is loaded with a uniform stress of -Tio (= -10 ksi), but the panel is

otherwise unloaded. Note that this loading causes negative v displacements.
By symmetry, Equation (41) can be written

a

Ud /Ty OV dx (42)

where Ud has units of, for example, in.-lb. or lb.
in.

Numerical integration of Equation (42) is performed according to

Ud= -Ty a vi Axi -f E Piv1  (43)
i=1,2,3... i=1,2,3...

where Axi are finite increments associated with the grid points on the crack
face.

Values of Ud corresponding to the elastic solutions for cracks of length

2a are given in column 3 of Table IV for the fully loaded crack. The values
of Ud for the partially loaded crack, loaded over the lengths a-c and corres-

ponding to the plastic zone, are presented in column 6 of Table IV. The
evaluation of Equation (43) using NASTRAN-generated displacement results was
accomplished using a simple RAX computer program.

Columns 4 and 7 give values of WUd,./ for the fully loaded and partially
Mba

loaded cases, respectively. The values were obtained numerically by using
central difference formulas, except at a = 1.90 and a = 3.00, where forward
and backward differences were used, respectively. In assessing the results
shown in Column 4 of Table IV, note that, while in general 7Ud,/ (= G) increases
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with a, in three instances (at a = 2.05, a = 2.20, and a = 2.80) it appears
that 6U Yadecreased with a.

One might think that the anomalous behavior could be resolved by employ-
ing more significant figures in the values of Ud used in forming the numerical
derivatives. This was done and little improvement in the values of &%a

was noted. The trouble arises because of the idealization used. An idealiza-
tion consisting of a fine mesh size in the vicinity of the crack tip which
gradually becomes more coarse away from the crack tip is suitable for the
analysis of a single crack length problem (for example, such an idealization
was found quite adequate for the problem discussed in Section 6;1.1.1). In
the present case, when one is interested in a series of crack lengths, a more
suitable choice appears to be a grid system which employes uniformly spaced
nodes over the entire range of interest. This is the type of idealization
used by Hayes and Williams in Reference 61. When such a grid is used, the Ax
values in Equation (43) are all the same and hence the calculation Ud by

summing a series of terms is a more accurate approximation to the integral
of Equation (42) than when large differences in the Ax values exist (as in
the present case). This requirement for uniform grid spacing in the region
of interest should be adhered to (insofar as practically possible) in any
future calculations.

Columns 5 and 8 of Table IV give the v displacements at the physical
crack tip (i.e., at x = c). The superposition of the elastic solutions which
really embodies the Dugdale approach is performed in Columns 9 and 10.
Finiteness of stresses at x = c is ensured by requiring that the net stress
intensity factor due to the remote loading applied in conjunction with the
yield stress loading (applied in the plastic zone) vanishes. This occurs
when the ratio of applied stress p to the yield stress Fty is given by

I (;'Ud
- I a /column 7 (44)

Fty J (Ud )
6~a /column 4

Values obtained using Equation (44) (listed in Column 9) are the ratios
of applied stress to yield stress necessary to produce Dugdale type yield
zones of the sizes indicated, assuming an initial crack of 2c = 3.6 inches
(see Figure 25).

When the externally applied stress (p) is applied with the magnitudes
given in Column 9 of Table IV, the resulting displacements at the crack tip
are given by
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S= (v) I t (v)c 1
2 (10 ksi) c 5ksi column 8

= 2 Fty M I) -- 
(45)

(lOksi)* column 5) - column 8/]

and X are the values given in Column 9 of Table IV. Assuming Fty = 54.3 ksi

for the steel of interest (representing a high toughness-low strength steel),
the resulting values of 6 c are given in Column 10 of Table IV.

T

The information contained in Columns 9 and 10 of Table IV is plotted in
Figures 26 and 27 respectively. From these plots one can read off the plastic
zone size and crack opening displacement resulting from a given externally
applied stress for material exhibiting a Dugdale type plastic zone at the
crack tip. Having 6 c, one can compute the corresponding J from Equation (39).

6.1.3 Indicated Direction of Analytical Approach - Planned Residual Strength
Prediction Technique

The discussion presented in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 indicates that
several alternatives are available in the area of candidate analysis methods.
The best candidate analytical parameter to be used to characterize the crack
tip environment appears to be the J integral. Plasticity can be accounted
for in the following ways, all of which are compatible with the J integral
approach:

Need for a priori Plastic Cost of Computer

Plasticity Theory Zone Specification Solution
Size Shape

Prandtl-Reuss arbitrary arbitrary relatively high

Prandtl-Reuss pre- arbitrary moderate
selected

Dugdale arbitrary pre-selected relative in-
expensive

(lOksi) *A stress of lOksi was applied over the crack and plastic zone

for convenience. Any stress may be chosen for a given problem.
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As emphasized in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, complete freedom from a priori
plastic zone specification is possible, but the results are quite costly.
Preselection of zone size and/or shape can bring costs down as indicated
above.

A possibility apparently exists for wider use of the Dugdale model.
Hayes (Reference 5) points out by means of examples that even though the
Dugdale model may be physically inappropriate for a given material (i.e.,
the plastic zones displayed by the material may not resemble the wedge
shaped zones assumed in the Dugdale formation), J values computed assuming
Dugdale behavior may not differ significantly from more rigorously determined
J values using the procedure outlined in Section 6.1.1. Perhaps such a
correspondence exists for the materials to be considered in other phases of
this program. If so, use of the Dugdale model would allow residual strength
predictions to be made more economically (and without introduction of undue
inaccuracies) than if strict adherence to the Section 6.1.1 procedure is
maintained.

It might seem peculiar that the candidate analysis methods all utilize
conventional finite elements. The recently developed elements (References
63 and 64) which specifically contain required singularities in assumed
strain distribution appear extremely attractive when elastic problems are
being treated. Developmental work is currently underway under Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory sponsorship (Contract F33615-72-C-1739) aimed at
specifically treating singularities as well as permitting material non-
linearity in the immediate crack tip vicinity. While this work will be moni-
tored throughout the course of the present investigation, it is felt that
plane stress fracture implies large plastic zones, and hence a capability
which requires size limited plasticity is not expected to be utilized. If
and when the technique is extended to treat large scale plasticity, it is
recommended that it be incorporated into the residual strength prediction
technique to be developed in this investigation.

6.2 CANDIDATE FAILURE CRITERION

As discussed in Section 6.1, the J integral has been selected as the
parameter to describe the crack tip environment. The failure criterion to
be used in the residual strength prediction technique will be a generalized
Jcr criterion. Details of the criterion to be ust~d are given in Section

6.2.1.

The reasons for the selection of J as the "crack environment describer"
have been outlined in Section 6.1. It must be acknowledged that although J
represents a generalization of previously advanced "environment describers"
such as G, K, and C.O.D., parameters which are even more all-encompassing
than J are currently under development. In particular, a concept whicn
shows considerable promise is the field energy approach (Reference 65).
This approach assumes that the energy per unit area released when a new
crack surface is created can be related to S/r. In this approach r is the
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radial distance from the present crack tip (assumed small but nonzero) and
S, the strain energy density factor, represents the intensity of the 1/r
energy field. The direction of crack initiation is determined by finding
8 such that

bs= 0.

The existence of crack growth depends on whether or not the value of S equals
the critical value Scr* The 'IS" approach has the virtue of being directionally

sensitive. Thus cases of complex loading and angled cracks can be treated. At
present, however, the method appears to be limited to cases involving limited
plasticity at the crack tip, and thus, although promising for future use, it
will not be used in the method to be developed for plane stress fracture.

6.2.1 Basis for the J Failure Criterion
cr

The use of a critical value of J as a failure criterion has been suggested
by Begley and Landes (Reference 8 ). They point out, however, that any crack
extension necessarily implies unloading near the crack tip resulting in multi-
valued W and J quantities as has been shown in Section 6.1.1. Therefore they
ruled out situations which involved significant subcritical crack growth (slow
crack growth) and focused attention on the plane strain case.

The aim of this investigation is to treat plane stress fracture.
Hence the problems of subcritical crack growth and attendant unloading at the
crack tip must be addressed.

As indicated in Section 5.5.1, the crack growth resistance curve (i.e., the
R curve) appears to provide a useful means for describing the amount of slow
stable crack growth which each material exhibits for a given initial crack
length. The R curve shows promise of being an intrinsic material property
for fixed values of the following parameters:

* material
* thickness
. temperature

strain rate
environment.

The technique of utilizing an R curve in conjunction with plots of K versus
crack length for selected values of applied stress or load has been discussed
in Reference 66. The procedure utilizes a tangency condition between the R
curve and a K curve to determine the fracture stress a and the associated value
of critical crack half-length "a". The technique appears attractive in the
manner in which slow tear is accounted for, but the treatment of plasticity
appears to be confined to local crack tip yielding.
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Although the discussion to this point would tend to give one the impression
that plasticity and slow stable crack extension are separate and distinct
phenomena, there does exist a subtle relationship between the two. This has
been discussed in Reference 67. The existence of large scale yielding implies
a significant amount of material "forgiveness." This tends to increase the
amount of slow crack growth which can take place prior to fracture. In order
to be in a position to account for plasticity and slow tear in as explicit a
manner as possible, the "R" curve concept will be generalized to a Jcr curve

concept in the to be developed method.

Just as one can generate an R curve from a series of specimens having
varying initial crack lengths, one can establish from these same specimens a

Jcr versus"d'curve. Although it will require some confirmative testing, it

seems plausible that a Jcr versus"a" curve can be viewed in the same manner as

an R curve, that is, as an intrinsic material property.

The tangency criterion suggested in Reference 66 could be generalized so
that, instead of working with K and R, one now seeks tangency between the J cr

versus "a" curve and analytically determined J versus "a" curves (determined
for a series of applied stress values). As in the K versus R curve case, the
tangency point will indicate fracture stress and critical crack size at
fracture instability.

The manner in which the J curves would be established requires some
discussion. Either Dugdale or Prandtl-Reuss plasticity will be assumed
(see Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2). A series of J versus applied stress curves
for a number of assumed crack lengths would be obtained similar to the one
shown in Figure 21. By cross plotting the data, a plot of J versus "a"

for selected 7 values can be developed as indicated by the solid curves of
Figure 28. Notice that in the calculation of the points necessary to
establish the solid curves of Figure 28 (i.e., the so-called J curves)
a series of problems are solved involving prescribed crack lengths. There-
fore the problem of crack extension does not enter in the solution of any
given problem. It is assumed, however, that the material is homogenous and
its behavior (as shown, for example, by Figure 19) is the same for all

crack lengths. That is, whatever process caused the crack to appear initially,
the material is considered homogenous throughout, regardless of the initial
crack length.

In the use of the J curves in predicting fracture (as opposed to the
analytical determination of the J curves) the aspect of slow tear (stable
crack extension) is very much present. It has been pointed out in Section
6.1.1 that crack extension involves unloading. Rigor dictates that due to
the multivalued nature of W and J when unloading exists, the solid curves
in Figure 28 should not be used in cases of crack extension. In the course
of the development of the residual strength prediction technique, two avenues
of approach will be investigated to solve this problem and are discussed below.
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It may turn out for some materials that the difference between a rigorously
correct J (which accurately incorporates the unloading and redistribution
associated with an extending crack) and a J found in a sequential manner (by
considering incremental crack growth and the original stress-strain diagram
throughout) is negligible. The error introduced in calculating J sequentially
is a result of the fact that material near the former crack tip which had been
loaded plastically, has been work hardened so that this material behaves
differently from the material which has not been previously loaded into the
plastic range. Ignoring the work hardening associated with prior loading affects
primarily the contributions to the J integral from those portions of the I contour
in back of the crack tip (i.e., segments 0-I and 6-7 in Figure 16). Of course
it is also recognized that the load redistribution is felt to some extent through-
out the entire body. On the basis of a number of computer runs, it has been
found that segments 0-1 and 6-7 in Figure 16 have a relativelv minor influence
*on the final value of J. Hence there is some reason for believing that for some
materials a sequential determination of J for a series of increasing crack lengths
may not significantly deviate from the J actually associated with an extending
crack.

If the approximation referred to in the previous paragraph is inappropriate
for a given material, it may be feasible to use the basic tangency criterion
(Figure 28) to determine residual strength provided that modified J curves are
employed to account for unloading associated with crack extension. It may be
possible to empirically establish crack extension factors which could convert the
J curves of Figure 28 (established without specifically treating crack
extenion) to "actual" J curves which would include crack extension (and
unloading). These modified J curves would then be used in applying the
tangency condition to establish residual strength.

Although the J and J curves discussed in this section have been
cr

restricted to a specific environment, temperature, strain rate, etc., it may
be possible at some future date to specify residual strength of a cracked
structure for arbitrary strain rate, environment, etc., by interpolating
data. Obviously the present state of knowledge is very much deficient in its
ability to be able to treat problems of a general nature. The method to be
developed will begin to rectify the deficiency, but a complete "ideal" method
is clearly out of the question at this stage.

6.3 MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA REQUIREMENTS

Based on the anticipated requirements of the residual strength analysis
method, determination of the following material properties will be required.

1. Full range stress-strain data
2. Strain rate, stress-strain data
3. Crack growth resistance
4. Slow tear
5. Crack opening displacements
6. Plastic zone geometries
7. Crack tip buckling
8. Others (e.g., Moduli, etc.)
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Items I and 2 can be obtained from normal stress-strain testing. In some
instances testing at temperature will be required. The crack growth
resistance data will supply the necessary data for items 3 and 4. The
plastic zone (surface) size (item 6) can be readily observed using
suitable optical techniques. Normal compliance and strain gage techniques
can be employed to determine item 5, and crack tip buckling can be
determined by direct comparison with an unbuckled configuration.

Other material properties which are found to be necessary as input
for the developed method will be evaluated on an individual basis. From
other sections of this report, the shape of the stress-strain curve and
plastic zone as well as crack opening displacement become quite important
to a J critical approach. Therefore those material properties which
affect these items (1, 5, and 6) will require additional study--particularly
the "environmental" influences.
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